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ABSTRACT 
The characteristics of many aspects of life and evolution at the molecular level 
can be captured by probability models. Many statistical methods had been developed 
to model the primary sequences of proteins, but few of them incorporate the three 
dimensional information in their analysis, hi this paper structural information is 
incorporated in the analysis of protein sequences. Relevant data are extracted from the 
protein structure data banks. Clustering methods were used to classify hexamer 
sequences into structurally homogeneous classes. Then, a probability model was used 
to capture the characteristics of the hexamer sequence distribution on each cluster, bi 
this way, for each hexamer sequence, the likelihood that it belongs to a specified 
cluster can be calculated according to the model. This approach is proved to be usefiil 
in modeling the structural information of short sequences. 
This structural information can also be applied to the problem of protein 
sequence alignment. Dynamic programming type method proposed by Saul B. 
Needleman and Christian D. Wunsch for finding similarities in the amino acid 
sequences of two proteins is modified for this purpose. The new approach used the 
pairs of hexamer sequence as the unit of comparison instead of the amino acid pairs. 
Lastly, randomization tests are used to evaluate this new approach. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
In the past, molecular biology was largely an experimental field where most of the 
facts and evidence were generated by time-consuming experiments. With the 
implementation of the Human Genome project, the development of various biological 
databases, such as the Genbank, Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) etc., are constantly 
updated (Barker, George and Hunt (1990)，Bishop (1994)). They are easily accessed 
through internet; many important questions can now be investigated through the analysis of 
relevant data extracted from these data banks. It creates many opportunities for the 
applications of statistics in molecular biology. 
Among various biological problems, the study of the relationship between protein 
sequence and structure seems to be the most controversial and fascinating topic. It is due to 
the fact that protein's three dimensional conformation can uniquely determine its fimction. 
Hence the statistical tertiary structure prediction techniques become essential tools in the 
field of protein engineering. 
Different computational methods were proposed to attack the problem of protein 
sequence analysis and the problem of structure prediction. An early example is the dynamic 
programming algorithm (^eedleman and Wunsch (1969)), which was used to search for the 
similarities in the amino acid sequences of two proteins. Later on, simulated annealing 
method was applied to simulate the protein main-chain folding (Wilson and Cui (1990)). 
Then it was followed by the work of Krogh, Brown, Mian, Sjolander and Haussler (1994), 
which brought forward the idea of applying the Hidden Markov Model to perform multiple 
sequence alignment, etc.. However, methods described previously rely much on counting 
the frequencies of amino acids in training data set; large number of protein sequences is 
needed. From this origin, these methods are restricted to be used in well-investigated 
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protein families only. Besides, the structural information is abandoned; the models 
describing the protein sequences have weak biological intuition. Also, for proteins that are 
structurally homogenous but have weak sequence similarity, the use of these amino acid 
based algorithms cannot recognize their similarities effectively. 
bistead of regarding the amino acids individually as the observable units, short 
fragment of protein sequences was used. Pauling and co-workers (1951) were the first to 
realize that certain repetitive patterns of hydrogen bonds can dictate specific arrangements 
ofpolypeptide chain that form secondary structure elements such as a-helices and P-sheets. 
Jones and Thirup (1986) reconstructed the C^ skeleton of the retinol binding protein, using 
the fragments of 5 to 10 residues taken from three different proteins successfully. These 
promising results guided the study of such homologies in short fragments. Another 
significant work following this direction was done by Claessens (1989). hi his work, a 
database of 66 well-refined proteins was used as the elements for reconstruction of a few 
proteins in an automated procedure. The C^ coordinates of the modeled protein were used to 
pull out the full backbone atoms of similar fragments from the database. Again, it was 
shown that fragments of an average length of seven or eight residues could be used to 
0 
replace the original fragments with a resulting backbone deviation less than 1A. This 
finding further strengthened the hypothesis that protein conformation can be replaced by 
series of short fragments. 
All of the studies mentioned above employ the observation that almost every short 
fragment in any protein has at least one close homologous match in the database. Unger 
(1989) studied this phenomenon from another way. Listead of pulling out the similar 
fragment from the database, a systematic study of the homologies of backbone 
conformations in the database is proposed. Without introducing any prior assumptions about 
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the "correct" classification, hexamers (fragments of six residues) from different proteins in 
the database is analyzed. The normalized root-mean-square, 
f n ,\K 
S ( " - " ) 2 
RMS= ^ ， （1)1 
n-2 
V y 
was used as the measure of distance between all the hexamers in the training set of a few 
proteins. This measure can satisfy all the three necessary conditions that define a distance 
fimction (Unger, 1989): 
(i) self similarity (i.e., d{A, A) = 0 ); 
(ii) symmetry (i.e., d(A,B) = d(B，A)) and; 
(iii) the triangle inequality (i.e., d(A，B) + d(B, C) > d(A, Q ). 
Thus it is reliable and generally accepted by the researchers. A study of a large number of 
hexamers was carried out (Unger (1989)), in which a bimodal distribution was found that 
divided the distances into two groups. It suggested the threshold to define similarity for 
0 
hexamers to be taken as 1A in the cluster analysis. After the determination of distance 
measure and threshold value, two stages clustering procedure was implemented. It was 
shown that the hexamer structures tend to concentrate in specific clusters rather than vary 
continuously (the cluster centers are called structural motifs or building blocks). This 
implied the number all possible of distinct conformations in reality may be much less than 
in theory. Furthermore, the level of similarity between hexamers in the database and the set 
of structural motifs was studied. It was found that the most of the hexamers of the database 
could be represented by at least one of the structural motifs. This implied the short 
1 The r \ r * is the coordinate vector of fragment s and t correspondingly, and n is the length ofthe fragment 
(in hexamer, n=6). 
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structural motifs can serve as a good bridge between the primary sequences and the tertiary 
structures. 
Started from 1994, Prof. Wong Wing-hung led a research team of the Statistics 
Department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, which carried out a protein research 
program. Li the light of the discovery of Unger et. al. (1989), the three dimensional 
structures of the hexamers in 53 proteins selected from the PDB databank were clustered 
into 22 classes (with their corresponding three dimensional structures are shown in Figure 
o 
1.1). All the hexamer structures in each cluster have a RMS distance less than 2Afrom the , 
corresponding cluster center • Based on these 22 most typical structural motifs, a sequential 
search was done on 300 proteins. They were selected in such a way that no pairs of chains 
in them have more than 30% identical residues. The RMS between each hexamer structure 
and the 22 cluster centers were computed. If the smallest RMS of the hexamer is less than 
o 
2A, it is classified to its closest cluster. There are totally 117053 hexamer sequences 
allocated into these 22 clusters. In this way, the size of each cluster is greatly enlarged. 
Table 1.1 shows the number of hexamers in each clusters. Since over 99% ofthe hexamer 
sequences were classified into the 22 clusters, this database is believed to contain rich 
information on the relationship between three dimensional structure and sequence of 
hexamer. 
2 Although Ron Unger once suggested 1A as the threshold value, it was found that the number ofclusters 
decreased from 410 to 22 dramatically, with the threshold value increased from 1A to 2A. After careftil 
examination of the clusters, despite of the relaxed threshold, the quality ofthe clusters still remains. 
0 
Therefore it is acceptable to use 2A as the threshold. 
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Omter No. of hexamers in thc cluster  
1 “ 33029 
2 “ 18860 
3 - 17615 
4 - 7024 
5 “ 5643 
6 - 5335 “ 
7 “ 5173 
8 - 3481 
9 “ 2980 
10 - 2692 
11 “ 2470 
12 - 2356 
13 “ 2145 
14 - 1960 
15 - 1502 
16 - 1253 
17 “ 739 
18 - 734 
19 “ 685 
20 “ 678 — 
21 - 391 
22 - 308 
Total 117053 
Table 1.1 Number of hexamers in each clusters 
However, due to the fact that a large number ofhexamer sequences (20^) are 
possible for one specific structure, despite of the huge increase in the number of 
hexamers, it is still not enough to estimate the distribution of hexamer belonging to a 
specified cluster. Therefore, the relationship between the primary sequence and the 
structural motif cannot be discovered by simply counting of the frequencies of amino 
acids for each cluster. 
The goal of this thesis is to develop a probability model to capture the 
characteristics ofhexamer sequence distribution on each cluster, bi this way, for each 
hexamer sequence, the likelihood of belonging to a specified cluster was calculated 
according to the model. Therefore, the structural information of the hexamers can be 
easily incorporated in any other protein sequences analysis. 
bi the next chapter, we present the new probability model. The probability 
model has no distributional assumption. It is developed solely based on the 22 
structural clusters, bi fact, it may also be regarded as a systemic coding mechanism. 
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The 20 possible amino acids are coded into binary variable for each position of the 
hexamers, therefore greatly reducing the number of all possible codes in each 
clusters. A cross-validation study was done, and it shows our probability model to be 
a satisfactory approach to classify hexamers into their several most likely structural 
groups. 
Application of the model would also be investigated in this thesis, hi chapter 
three, the likelihood ratio derived by the probability model was applied to pairwise 
protein sequences alignment and comparison. The Needleman-Wunsch (1969) 
dynamic programming algorithm was modified, bistead of amino acid pairs only, the 
unit of comparison used are pairs of hexamer sequences, and the score for similarity 
is now a fimction of the log likelihood ratios. 
With the intention to test the potential of this method, six protein sequences 
with known sequences and conformations were selected, they were pairwisely 
compared with the use of the proposed technique in chapter four. The unit of 
comparison became the hexamers, and the score of similarity turned into a function of 
the likelihood ratio defined by the 22 classes. Among the chosen protein sequences, 
two of them are structurally homologous but different in sequence with each other, 
they are the matched pair; while others are different both in structure and sequence to 
the first two protein sequences, they were aligned with the two previously mentioned 
proteins individually, and maximum match scores are found for these protein 
sequences pairs. The results suggest that the new method is able to detect structure 
similarity in the face of weak sequence homology. 
Lastly, chapter five summarizes the findings of the study and gives discussion 
on possible directions for further research. 
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2.1 hitroduction 
a-amino acids are substances coming from, found in, and necessary to living 
matter. They are the building blocks of proteins. There are 20 different kinds of 
amino acids, and the individual properties of these acids are determined by the nature 
of the residue group (Mahan and Myers (1987)，Stryer (1988)). Table 2.1 gives the 
names, three-letter abbreviations, and the one-letter symbol for the 20 amino acids. 
Ammoaqd Abbreviation Symbol 
Glycine “ Gly G 
Alanine Ala A 
"Valine “ Val V 
Leucine Leu L 
Isoleucine De I 
Serine ^ S 
Threonine Thr T 
Tyrosine i y Y 
Phenylalanine Phe F 
Tryptophan Trp W 
Aspartic Asp D 
Glutamic Glu 一 E 
Lysine Lys ~ K — 
Arginine Ar| R 
Histidine — His H 
Cysteine Cys — C 
Methionine Met M 
Asparagine ^ ^ N 
Glutamine Gki 一 Q 
Proline Pro P 
Table 2.1 The amino acids, their abbreviation and symbols. 
As we have mentioned before, it is important for us to examine the 
relationship between the primary sequence and tertiary structure. However, even in a 
short structural motif of six unknown residues, there are ab*eady 20^ different 
possible combinations ofhexamers. In order to fill the frequency cells ofthe hexamer 
distributions for the 22 clusters, we need an extremely large training data set, which 
consists ofknown structural hexamer sequences. It is an impossible task for anyone to 
obtain such a data set nowadays, because the known structural information ofproteins 
(less than 7,000 known structures at the time of writing) is still far behind the needs 
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of this relationship investigations. For that reason, it is necessary for us to reduce the 
dimension to an acceptable level. 
From the preliminary analysis of the 22 clusters, it is observed that the 
frequencies ofthe amino acids for each positions (in the hexamer) tend to concentrate 
in only few types of amino acids. Tables 2.2(a) and (b) show the amino acid 
distributions in cluster one and cluster two. ^ 
Table 2.2(a) Amino acid distributions in the 6 positions of the hexamer of cluster one. 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A | Q.ll |O.Tr A 0.12 0l2 A 0.13 | oTT A OJ3 [ olT A 0.13 0.~ A 0.12 OjT 
L 0.09 0^ L o.ii"55rnr"TO""^^"T~""5rn""53rnc~"5in""5^"T~"^^"5!^ 
E 0.08 "0!^ " T " T W 1 0 r " T " "oM" "ol2 ~ I ~ "ao8" "33T T ^ "o]57 "53T " X " "5]5f HoJ" 
D 0.07 "035" V "oof 0.38 " Y ' 0.07 1 3 F ~ K ~ T W 'ojW ~ g ~ luO?" "03^ ~ G ~ "^ 5]5f "OJ?" 
V 0.06 l ! 4 r K "o]o^ 0.44 ~ V ^ "0i06" "oiT ~ V " "oW "oi4^ " ^ "OOT" l ! 4 T " ^ "o]o7 044 
s 0.06 '0.47 1 "oM" 0.5 " T " 0.06 ~oJr I 0.06 "o.52 n T " " 0 ^ " 5 ^ " " ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! i ^ 
T 0.06 0.53 D ‘ 0.05 0.55 “ D 0.06 "53^ R T o T " 5 3 7 ~ R ~ "oioT"537 ~ R ~ "0]05" "o^s" 
K 0.06 0.59 R 0.05 0.6 “ R 0.05 ~0l2 D "o^oT 0.62 ~ S ~ 0.05 ~0l2 ~ T " "OOS" ~oT" 
G 0.05 0.64 S 0.05 0.65 ‘ S 0.05 ~OlT T "oioT 0.67 " l ^ " o ! Q T T ! ^ " ' ^ " o ! o r " o ! i ^ 
I 0.05 0.69 T 0.05 0.69 “ T 0.05 T n " Q "oioT 0.72 " ^ " o ! o r " ' o ? 7 r ^ ~ " o ! o r " ' o ? r 
R 0.05 "0.74 G "aoT 0.74 ~ ^ 0.05 ^ J 6 S 0.05 " 0 ^ ~ ^ " a 0 4 " " 0 ^ ^ I ^ T ^ " 0 j r 
N 0.04 "0.78 Q "0!04" 0.78 ~ G ~ 0.04 "oJ" F 0.04 "ois~~D~"o!oT~a8~~iT""5!5T"5?^ 
Q 0.04 0.83 F 0.04 0.82 “ F 0.04 "OM N "5!5^""0^~^^~"5!5^"5!^~^"5!5^"5!^ 
F 0.04 0.86 N 0.03 0.86 “ N 0.04 ITiT G " o ! o r " o ! 8 r ~ G ~ T ! o r " o J r ~ T " " o ! o r " o ^ 
p 0.04 0.9 p 0.03 0.89 “ Y 0.03 " o ^ Y ~ o W "gpT ~ y ~ "5!5T ~ 0 ^ ~Y~"^oioJ" ~oJ" 
Y 0.03 0.93 Y 0.03 0.92 “ M 0.03 "5!^ M ~ o W T ^ ' W ~oW ~o34 ~M~ "qoT "o!^ 
M 0.02 0.95 M 0.03 0.95 “ H 0.02 "o!^ H 0.02 0.96 " l i " " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ r " " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
H 0.02 0.97 H 0.02 0.97 w 0.02 ~oW w "5!5T 0.98 " ^ n 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " F " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^  
w 0.01 0.99 w 0.02 0.99 “ p 0.01 0.99 c ~oW 0.99 ~ c ~ ' o ! o r " a ^ ~ ^ " o ! ^ " o ! ^ 
C 0.01 1 C 0.01 1 C 0.01 1 P 0.01 1 P 0.01 1 ^ " ^ r ~ 
For each position, column 1 is the amino acid, column 2 is the observed proportion, column 3 is the cumulative 
proportion. Shaded cells indicates those amino acids with cumulative proportions approximately equal to 50% in each 
position. 
3 Amino acids distributions of other clusters are shown in appendix. 
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Table 2.2(b) Amino acid distributions in the 6 positions of the hexamer of cluster two. 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
• G 10,11 |O.iT G 10.11 10.11 "*T^O.l 0.1 _ V 0.09 0.09 G 0.09 [^09 G 0.09 0.09 
V 0.09 "ol9" V 0.09 H T " T " "o!o8" T i i " f " T W " C T " V " l W T n ~ T " "oM" T T T 
A 0.07 " g ^ L "o]p7' 0.28 ~ G ^ "aoT "o!^ ~ G ~ l i o T l W ~ T ~ ~ o W "53T ~ v ~ T o f ' o l s ' 
n r " 0.07 "o3T T TdTlj4 "T" oof "o3T ~s~ oof "53T ~F""oio?"~ol2 ~A~ "W"ojT 
T 0.07 g i ^ I ' o H ' 0.41 ~ X " " 0 7 " 0 " ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " ^ ~ T ~ " 5 ! 5 7 " 0 ^ ^ ^ " 0 f " 5 3 ^ 
"T" 0.07 "oW "T^ "5!5T "oif ~F" ooT oif ~~A~ lioT a4^ ~A~ ~ojoT "o!4T H5" "007" T^ 
K 0.06 "53T A "ooT 0.53 " r " " ^ ! 5 r " ^ 3 T " T " * 5 ^ " 5 3 r ^ 7 " " 5 ^ " 5 ^ " T " 1 ^ " 5 3 r 
I 0.05 0.58 K ‘ 0.06 0.59 “ K 0.06 "53T P "aoT 0.58 " T ~ 0.06 ~0l9 ~ P ~ "o!o^ "o31" 
D 0.05 "5!^ E "ooT 0.64 p " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ ^ " " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ i ^ 
P 0.05 "0.68 D " 5 ^ 0.68 E 0.04 "0.68 K "oioT 0.68 "lT" 0.05 0.69 ~ E ~ l ! 0 5 " " 0 ! ^ 
E 0.05 T73" N "o!o4" 0.73 ~ Y ~ 0.04 T W ~ W " a o T T n ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 T ~5JT ~N~"oios" 'oJT 
N 0.05 "o?^ p "ao4" 0.77 " ^ " 5 H " T f T ^ " " 5 ! 5 r T ^ " F ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 T ^ 5 ^ 
F 0.04 "oisT F "oio4" 0.81 1 ^ 0.04 " 1 5 ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ " ^ ^ " 5 ^ 1 5 ^ 
R 0.04 "o!8T Y "ao4" 0.85 " ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! 1 ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ 
Y 0.04 0.89 R '0.04 0.89 “ N 0.04 " 5 ^ E * 0 ^ 0.89 ~R~"^o!o^"a9 5 ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^  
Q 0.03 "5 !^ Q 'ooT 0.92 ~ ^ 0.03 " o ! ^ ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ Q " " " ^ a o r i ! ^ " ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
H 0.02 0.95 H ‘ 0.02 0.95 “ H 0.02 ^oW H "OOT 0.94 ~ W "aoT "o!^ I f f "oioT "^95" 
M 0.02 0.97 C '0.02 0.97 “ C 0.02 ' o 3 ^ ~ ^ ~ o W ~ o W ~ C " " " ^ o W o ^ ~ ^ ~ o W o 3 T 
C 0.02 0.98 M ‘ 0.02 0.99 “ M 0.02 "o!^ M TW 0.98 "^T" 0.02 ~oW 1 ^ ~oW ~oW 
W 0.02 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.02 1 W 0.02 1 W~ ‘ ^ 1 W ~ " ^ ~ 
For each position, column 1 is the amino acid, column 2 is the observed proportion, column 3 is the cumulative 
proportion. Shaded cells indicates those amino acids with cumulative proportions approximately equal to 50% in each 
position. 
With this characteristic in hexamer distribution, a statistical model is proposed to 
describe the short protein fragments. The model is established under the following 
assumptions: (i) All proteins are mainly composed of variations of a limited number 
of short structural motifs (assumed to be 22 in our case), (ii) The hexamer sequences 
of each structural motif can be coded in a different way. Hence, other than the 
hexamer distribution, a code distribution of each structural motif, with a much 
smaller dimension, can now be estimated more easily using empirical frequencies. If 
we further assume that the distribution of the hexamer conditional on its code is 
uniform within the cluster, then the cluster specific hexamer distribution is given by: 
P r ( i / ^ r | C l u s t e r /) = • _ P _ , ( ^ ^ | C l u s t e r / ) _ _ 4 
#(possible hexamer of Code. {Hexamer)) 
where i = l,2,---,22. 
4 We have assumed all possible hexamer are equally likely to be drawn from the code. 
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2.2 The coding system 
Under the assumption (ii) of the model stated previously, coding system is 
proposed as follows. For theyth position (/=l,".,6) of the /th cluster (z=l,...,22), the 
amino acids were divided into two sets, one contains the more frequently occurring 
amino acids, and the other collects the remaining amino acids, which are less likely to 
be a participator in that structural form. They are denoted as a “ � and � : • ( � 
respectively. Amino acids in each of these sets occupies about 50% of all the 
occurrence. If the amino acid of the yth position in the hexamer appears in the first 
group, then it is coded as zero. Otherwise, it is coded as one. Hence for any arbitrary 
hexamer sequence ''A^A^A^A^A^A "^% may be coded as 
‘ ‘ 足 ⑴ ^ ) 〜 ) ^ … ^ ) ^ ) ， ， ， w h e r e ^ > ;y = l,---,6; / = l,---,22 are indicator 
functions defined as: 
Y —Jo if Aj .ea i ( j ) 
/(/) — 1 
[1 otherwise (3) 
where /=l,...,22; andJ=,l..,,6. 
Hence, a probability model can be used to capture the distribution of the hexamer 
code “ ^ j(i) ^ /(2) ^ /(3) ^ ,(4) ^ /(5) ^ i(6) “，with 
Pr( X,(1) X,(2) ^ ,(3) ^ /(4) ^ /(5) ^ i(6) = x^x2x^x^x^x^iausteri) 
”⑴ • （4) 
r ^ 1^2^3^4^5^6 
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The observed proportions of the amino acids are then used to estimate the 
unknown probabilities. For example, in cluster one, position one, the observed 
proportions of the twenty amino acids are calculated, (see table 2.2(a)). The coding 
set of cluster one, position one corresponding to the code value zero is then defined 
as: 
a,^,^={A,L,E,D,V,S}\ 
and the other set contains amino acids that should be coded as zero is: 
y^i(i) = {G,I,K,T,C,M,P,N,Q,R,H,F,Y,W), 
which is just the complement of S!(”. The first amino acid of any arbitrary hexamer 
sequence may be coded by this binary function, hi the case of an example 
“VQLSGE", the first amino acid "F ' is then coded as zero. 
The coding sets of amino acids for positions two to six of cluster one were 
found in similiar way. They are: 
a,^2)={^L,E,V,K,I}, 
a,,,. = {A,L,E,K,V}, 
a,,,, = {A,L,E,K,n, 
a,,,,={A,L,K,E,V}, 
and a,^,^={A,L,K,G,E,V}, 
Hence, by using the cluster one coding rule, the hexamer “VQLSGF' is coded as 
‘010110，. 
5 A • 
The amino acids in the a !(y) s, are arranged in the descending order of observed proportions. 
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bi this way, all the hexamer sequences in the clusters can be coded as one of 
the 64 possible combinations of binary codes, therefore the dimension is reduced 
from 20^ to 2^. For computational purpose, the code is further defined as: 
6 
Y, = Code,(hexamer) = 64 - ^ ] � )2 ) ] • (5) 
M 
Thus, Yi is a function of the given hexamer and its corresponding ith structural class, 
which takes values from 1 to 64. 
2.3 The likelihood estimates ofhexamer codes 
By the coding mechanism, all hexamers in each of the 22 clusters were coded 
with respect to the coding sets in their cluster accordingly. Then, counts of different 
codes were recorded, and the observed distribution of codes were found and stored in 
a 64 by 22 matrix, which is denoted as 
Pl,l Pl,2 … P l , 2 2 
DIST=八1 多，2 :.. P.,n 
• • • • \ z 
參 參 • • 
_^ 64,l PM’2 …Pe4,22_ 
with 
A 一 Number ofhexamers in Cluster i coded as k 
八，’ Number of all hexamers in Cluster / 
where k -1,---,64 ； and i = l,---,22 is the number of cluster being examined. 
Equation (7) estimates 
Pk,i = Pr( ^ = ^ 1 Cluster/). (8) 
6 
(same as quantity (4)) with k = 64 - Zx,(,)2) i . It indicates the probablities of codes 
y=i 
(with the use of /th coding sets) given the structure similiar to the /th structural motif. 
Hence, the entries of ‘DIST contain information reflecting the relationship between 
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the hexamer code and the corresponding three dimensional conformation. Given a 
structural cluster, the probability of observing a hexamer can be estimated through 
equation (2). 
However, this information is still not sufficient for us to determine whether an 
arbitrary hexamer is likely to be observed in a "specific" cluster or not. Although the 
probability of a hexamer to be detected in a given cluster may be high, this hexamer 
may also be highly probable to be observed in other structural classes. Therefore, 
apart from the probability estimates of the original codes (JDIST), we also need to 
know whether this hexamer sequence is likely to be observed in other structurally 
heterogeneous clusters. Therefore, we use the ith coding sets to code all the hexamers 
in clusters other than the /th one, and obtained: 
A _ Number ofhexamers in Clusters other than i coded as k 
q � i Number of all hexamers in Clusters other than i ， 
which is an estimate of 
q^j = Pr( Y., = k | Non - Cluster i)， (10) 
where k = l，."，64; and i = l,---,22 • The quantity (10) is the probability ofthe code 
with the use of /th coding sets being observed, given the structures are totally 
different from the rth structural motif. It tells us how likely the same code will be 
found in sequences with different conformations. All the estimates of《走，s were 
saved in another 64 by 22 matrix, which is denoted as 
1^,1 l^,2 …^1,22 
NDIST =巧1 巧2 ::. ^2,21 (11) 
參 • • • 
_^ 64,l 6^4,2 …^64,22_ 
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Combining the information in DIST and NDIST’ for a hexamer whose code 
{Y^) is k, the likelihood ratio of the hypothesis that it is in cluster i versus the 
hypothesis that it is outside cluster i can be calculated as: 
/v 
A = A W = ^ , (12) 
^k4 
and the log likelihood ratio is defined as: 
^ / = l n 4 , (13) 
which can serve as a score for cluster i. If the value of Li (or R^ is large, it means the 
hexamer has a good chance of having a similar structure as the rth structure motif. 
Otherwise, it is not expected that the hexamer has a structure similar to the /th cluster 
center. 
2.4 A cross validation study 
Ideally, the log likelihood ratio (13) would be large if and only if the given 
hexamer is probably a member of that structural class. A cross validation study was 
designed to examine the discriminating power of the log likelihood ratio function in 
the following way: 
In each cluster, a hundred hexamers was randomly drawn. For each hexamer, 
22 log likelihood ratios were computed, and ranked in decreasing order. 
For instance, a hexamer sequence “TEHMCD” was sampled from cluster 1. 
Given the hexamer, the log likeDdhood ratio scores of the 22 clusters were computed 
for each structural class. (See Table 2.3) 
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Qnster Log HkeMhood ratio Rank Quster Log MkeUhood ratio Rank 
1 “ ,54997 ~ 7 ~ 12 “ .52671 “ 10 
2 - .84325 ~ 3 ~ 13 “ .42847 “ 16 
3 — .62022 6 — 14 “ .36086 ~ T s ~ 
4 — .63608 5 — 15 “ .43846 ~ T s ~ 
5 一 .33384 ~ l 9 ~ 16 — .45230 ~ U ~ 
6 - 1.06530 ~ i ~ 17 “ .93354 — 2 
7 “ .37478 ~ r r ~ 18 “ .25195 — 20 
8 - .44417 ~ ~ 1 ^ 19 - .48143 “ 12 
9 - .54473 ~ 9 ~ 20 “ .18199 一 22 
10 - .75963 ~ ~ 4 ~ 21 “ .54908 8 
11 .18769 21 22 .48923 11 
Table 2.3 the log likelkihood ratio scores of the 22 clusters 
The question we are interested is whether the original cluster can be singled out at the 
top ofthe list or not. Therefore, the ranks of these correct clusters were recorded (i.e., 
the rank "7" is recorded in this example). In principle, if most of the ranks of the true 
class were high, then the log likelihood ratio score contains useful statistical 
information to discriminate the true cluster out of the other false classes. Figure 2.1 
shows the bar charts of the rank distributions of the 22 sets of samples. 
figure 2.1 The rank distribution of the log likelihood ratios 
Sampled From Cluster 1 Sampled From Cluster 2 
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Sampled From Cluster 5 Sampled From Cluster 6 
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Cluster Percent of the ranks of Percent of the ranks  
correct cluster < 5 correct cluster < 10 
1 4 9 % — 6 8 % 
2 31 % 一 71 % 
3 50 % 76 % 
4 38 % 78 % 
5 43 % 55 % 
6 43 % — 80 % 
7 34 % — 62 % 
8 55 % “ 71 % 
9 36 % 67 % 
10 52 % 79 % 
11 4 9 % 7 0 % 
12 5 3 % — 7 4 % 
13 59 % 一 65 % 
14 47 % 72 % 
15 4 5 % 一 6 4 % 
16 ~ " 3 8 % “ 7 1 % 
17 3 9 % 一 6 9 % 
18 — 4 4 % 6 4 % 
19 52 % “ 62 % 
20 — 43 % 63 % 
21 41 % “ 61 % 
22 4 9 % 71 % 
Table 2.3 A summary of rank distributions of the 22 clusters. 
From the result, it is observed that the distributions are favorably biased, i.e. 
the ranks of the correct clusters are usually high, which means the likelihood ratios 
function contains substantial discriminatory information. For a more clear and general 
picture, the findings are sunmiaried in table 2.3. It is noticed that most ofthe samples 
have high ranks in their corresponding clusters. The correct clusters have ranks less 
than 5 in more than 30% in all cases^ (they ranged from 31% to 59%). Some of the 
clusters (3，8，10, 12, 13，19)，even have ranks less than 5 in more than 50% ofthe 
sample. This result leads to the conclusion that the probability model should provide a 
promising route to sequence alignment and structural inference. The coding method 
6 If the information in the probability model does not work effectively, then all clusters are equally 
likely to be rank at high, and hence the probability of the correct cluster with ranks smaller than 5 
should be equal to _L « o 2273. 
22 
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defined in Section 2.2 is believed to be capable of preserving the important 
characteristics of hexamers. Together with the log likelihood ratio functions in (13)， 
objective information of coupling the hexamer sequence and the three dimensional 
structure can be established. 
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Chapter 3 An application of the Ukelihood ratios 
3.1 Litroduction 
The statistical model developed for the short structural motifs stated in the 
previous chapter describes the distributions of the hexamer codes in the 22 clusters. The 
model of this hexamer database gives information about how likely a hexamer sequence 
has similiar structure as the 22 structural motifs. Actually, this useful structural 
knowlegde may be applied to modify most of the alignment/tertiary prediction 
algorithms, which originally used the amino acid pairs as the comparison unit, hi this 
chapter, one of these application is illustrated as an example. It is the Needleman-
Wunsch (1969) dynamic programming algorithm. 
3.2 The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm 
3.2.1 Background 
Li order to have a better understanding of the modification, we first present a 
brief review of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. This method was first published in 
1970 OS[eedleman and Wunsch (1970)). That paper aims at “detecting homology in 
protein sequences and defining its nature when it can be shown to exist.” Many famous 
computational methods were ftoher extensions and improvements of this pioneering 
work (Collins and Coulson (1987，1990)，Smith and Waterman (1982) and Ginsburg 
(1994)). 
3.2.2 The principle of the algorithm 
With the intention to find the homology between the protein sequences, 
Needleman and Wunsch first define the smallest unit of comparison as the amino acids 
pairs, which are the core components of proteins. They suggested several types of 
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homology scores to measure the similarity between pair of amino acids. The assigned 
values can be a function of any theory concerned with the significance of a pair of amino 
acids. Usually the larger the number, the better the fit, here are two examples: 
The first method classify the amino acids pairs roughly into two board types, 
identical and non-identical. If the two amino acid are the same, then the score of 
similarity is set to be one; otherwise, they are regarded as non-identical, and the score of 
similarity is set to be zero. 
Another scoring system is 1st 2nd Base 3rd 
Base 一 U C A G Base 
induced by the fact that amino P™ ^""""TTO""Q^ U ~ 
PHE SER TYR Cys C 
. j ^ ^ . U ~~(leu,phe ？)~ SER term [ ^ A 
acid sequences of protems are i e u , f F ^ 困 term T ^ G 
i ^ PRO 1 n s ~ ~ X 5 5 u “ 
genetically determined (see table leu PRO HIS ARG C 
C leu PRO ghi ARG A 
3.1). Thus a single-point mutation l2I £ 5 2 _ _ i l L - J ^ _ 2 _ 
, b ^ ILE THR asn 函 U 
ILE THR asn [ ^ C 
in a D N A sequence may lead to a A 函 THR LYS [ A ^ A 
METJF-Nffif?r THR [1：^  n ^ G 
substitution of the amino acid, ^ ALA ASP GLY U 
VAL ALA ASP GLY C 
, , , . L G VAL ALA GLU gly A 
and this phenomenon occurs VALjF：!^ [ J j ^ GLU gly G 
Table 3.1 Nucleotide sequences ofRNA codons 
often in the process of evolution. KEY : Boxed areas, relative response of AA-tRNA from 
one organism to degenerate trinucleotides differs from that 
So, the DNA bases of the amino � �^ t h e r organism. Capital letters, AA-tRNA from 
guinea pig liver, Xenopus laevis liver, and E. coli (5-11) 
. . assayed with trinucleotides. Lower case letters, AA-tRNA 
acids can also reflect the affmity only from E. coli (5-11) with the exception ofCys-codons 
which were assayed with the guinea pig liver and E. coli 
between a pair of amino acids in AA-tRNA. 
the process of evolution. Needleman and Wunsch suggested that any amino acids pair 
can be classified into four types: (i) Identical pairs: those having a maximum of three 
corresponding bases in their codons; (ii) pairs having a maximum of two corresponding 
bases in their codons; (iii) pairs having a maximum of one corresponding bases in their 
codons; (iv) pairs having no possible corresponding base in their codons. These four 
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types of amino acid pairs were scored in different decreasing functions ranged from 
value 1.0 to zero in their paper. 
After having the score of homology for the smallest parts of the proteins, the 
maximum match is then defined. It represents the largest number of amino acids of one 
protein that can be matched with those of another protein while allowing for all possible 
deletions. Note that the maximum match is always be a function of both the amino acid 
compositions ofthe proteins and the relationship between their sequences. 
3.2.3 The algorithm 
A D C N J R Q C L C R P M 
The maximum match can be ^  
J 
determined by working with a two- c 
J 
dimensional array called MAT. The two N 
R 
protein sequences, A and B were written to C 
K 
the top and to the side of the matrix C 
R 
respectively as in figure 3.1(a). All D 
P 
possible pair combination that can be Figure 3.1(a) The format ofMATmatrix 
A D C N J R Q C L C R P M 
constructed from the amino acid sequences A f T " 
J 1 
of the proteins are being compared. Each C 1 1 1 
J 1 
cell of the matrix was then valued by score ^ 1 
R 1 1 
of homology between the corresponding C 1 1 1 
K 
amino acid pairs, we use the simpliest C 1 1 1 
R 1 1 
score as an example for demonstration as ^ 1 
P 1 
shown in figure 3.1(b). After filling in the Figure 3.1(b) Assign the cell value as a 
function of any theory concerned with the 
, , , - , significance of a pair of amino acids, 
cell values, penalty factors may be 
assigned for every gap made. Operation of successive summations were then made to 
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form the completed array. When we are considering the (/j)th cell of MAT, we add the 
(/j)th entry in MAT by the maximum entry found in the /+7 row and j+1 column at the 
lower right comer. 
^ D c N J R Q C L C R P M For example, the original value of the shaded 
^ r r " 
二 1 cell in figure 3.1(c) is “1”; and the maximum 0 1 1 1 
J 1 
N 1 entry found in the /+7 row and J+1 column is 
R f T | 4 3 3 2 2 0 0 
c 3 3 4 3 3 3 31 4 | 3 | 3 | 1 | 0 | 0 “4”，hence the new value for this shaded cell 
K 3 3 3 3 3 3 T 3 3 2 1 0 0 
C 2 2 3 2 2 2 2_ 3 2 3 1 0 0 | “ 5 ” ^ f j 3.1(d). After the completion 
R 2 1 1 1 1 2 J_ 1 1 1 2 0 0 色 、 , ^ 
D 1 2 1 1 1 1 T 1 1 1 1 0 0 ^ , ,, .1 
p Q Q 0 0 0 0 ~0 0 0 0 0 1 0 of the array, all contnbutors (shaded cells) to 
Figure 3.1(c) 
Successive operations of the matrix 
A D C N J R Q C L C R P M maximum match pathways? were found, the 
^ | 8 7 6 6 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 0 0 | 
J 7 7 6 6 6 4 4 3 3 2 1 0 0 two proteins are aligned in the following 
C 6 6 7 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 1 0 0 ^ 
J 6 6 6 5 ^ 4 4 3 3 2 1 0 0 
N 5 5 5 6 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 0 0 ways: 
R 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 3 2 2 0 0 
C 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 0 0 Path one： 
K 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 
C 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 0 0 ^ D C N J R Q c L C R P M 
i ? ；； J I I � J I 1 J ？ « 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I ^ 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 ^ J c J N R C K C R D P 
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 
Figure 3.1(d) The maximum match was p , 
bolded and all the contributors were shaded 
A D C N J R Q C L C R P M 
I I I I I I I I I I 
A J C J N R C K C R D P 
and the maximum match value “8” can be found as indicated in figure 3.1(d). If the 
maximum match value is large, then the protein pairs should have close sequences. 
Usually, the determination of the significance of a given result is left to computer based 
statistical randomization test. 
7 It is possible to have more than one optimal paths. 
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3.3 Application of the structural information 
3.3.1 Basic idea 
Use the hexamer based likelihood ratio scores developed in chapter two in 
place of the amino acid pair scores as in the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm. This 
allow us to incorporate valuable structural information in the structural data base into 
alignment algorithm. 
3.3.2 Comparison between pairs of hexamer sequences 
Being the basic unit of comparison, the pair of hexamer sequences may be 
judged against another with the help of the 22 structural classes. Theoretically 
speaking, the hexamers have similiar structures should have similiar properties in the 
22 classes. That is, large values of likelihood ratios should be found in the more or 
less the same clusters, so as the small values. Therefore, two hexamer sequences with 
similiar conformations are used to test the likelihood ratios in the 22 classes. Their 
log likelihood ratios of the 22 classes are calculated according to equation (12). Their 
distributions of likelihood ratios for the pair of matched hexamers were found, and 
shown in Chart 3.1. The two sets of log likelihood ratios are coincident with each 
other in most of the clusters. Only few clusters (3，11，14 and 20) have greater 
variations. 
Chart 3.1 The Log Likelihood Ratios of 
two structurallysimilar hexamers 
2 T _ _ = = _ = _ ^ = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
~ ； 
I 1.5-
j i - - J u |丨 1 I 
。丄,.+ ,lll[—^li. l i l i l j i l iH 
*- CO tf5 N 0> T— CO U) t^ 0) T-
^ ^ •«" ^ ^ CM 
Clusters 
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For the case of two structurally heterogeneous hexamer sequences, the 
distributions of their likelihood ratios is more varied. As shown in Chart 3.2, the 
differences between the likehood ratios ofclusters 1，2, 9，10，12, 14，16，17 are large. 
Chart 3.2 The Log Likelihood Ratios of two 
3 structuralfy different hexamers 
, 2 [ : I 
蒼; Jl| j tii i Ji Jl l j|.i i 1 1    
r- CO U5 h- 0> T- CO tf) h. 0> -^
T" T- T~ •«• T- CM 
Clusters 
3.3.3 The score of similarity of a pair ofhexamer sequences 
After the examination of the pairs of hexamer sequences. The score of 
similarity is defined as the sum of product terms as follows: 
S{H,,H,) = f^RXH,)R,{H,), (13) 
i=\ 
where R.{.), / = l,---,22are the log likelihood ratio functions stated in (12) of 
Chapter two, and H^^H^ are the hexamer sequences. 
By defining the score in this way, its value will be large when i?.(//j); 
i = l，."，22 shows a similar pattem as R^{H^); i = l,---,22. Therefore, the larger the 
value of S{H^ ’ H^)，the more alike are H^ and H^. 
With this newly defined score ofhomology, the basic unit of comparison now 
becomes the pair of hexamer sequences, and the algorithm may be implemented 
exactly the same way as before. 
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Chapter 4 Application of the modified Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm 
Six proteins with known sequences and three dimensional structures were chosen 
to test the performance of the modified Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. With the aim of 
comparison, two of the proteins were selected under the criterion that they must be 
structurally homologous but different in sequence with each other, while the others 
should be different in both structural conformations and amino acid sequences from the 
matchedpair. 
4.1. The structurally homologous pair 
By far the greatest amount of work relating both to three-dimensional structures 
and to protein sequences has been performed on the proteins of the globin family. An 
important member of this family -_ “hemoglobin, the principal oxygen-transporting 
substance in vertebrate blood, is present in high concentration in red blood cells. In 
higher vertebrates, hemoglobin typically has a tetrametric structure consisting of two 
alpha-type and two beta-type protein chains; a heme group is attached to each chain. 
Two atoms of oxygen can be transported by each heme group. ” (Dayhoff, M. 0 . (1969)). 
The X-ray studies of the horse hemoglobin tetramer by Peutz and his coworkers have 
shown that each of the hemoglobin chains has the overall shape as the myglobin 
molecule, even though 80% of the amino acids have changed. Therefore, among different 
families of proteins, a pair of proteins from the hemoglobin family were chosen as the 
matched pair, they are the horse hemoglobin beta chain (denoted as MHBB), and the 
antartic fish hemoglobin beta chain (denoted as PBXB). 
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4.1 • 1 The horse hemoglobin beta chain 
The horse hemoglobin beta chain consists of 146 amino acid residues, (Ladner, 
Heidner and Perutz (1977)). Figure 4.1 shows the three dimensional structure of the 
MHBB, and the amino acid sequence is listed in Figure 4.2. 
# 




Figure 4.2 Protein sequence of the horse hemoglobin beta chain. (MHBB) 
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4.1.2 The antartic fish hemoglobin beta chain 
Another protein molecule, is a hemoglobin beta chain of the antartic fish (PBXB). 
(Fermi (1992)). This molecule also has 146 amino acid residues. The three dimensional 
structure of PBXB is shown in Figure 4.3，and its corresponding protein sequence is 
placed in Figure 4.4. 
5 ^ 




Figure 4.4 Protein sequence of the hemoglobin beta chain of the antartic fish (PBXB). 
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These proteins show discrepancy in their amino acids sequences, 45% of the 
amino acid residues can be aligned. With the use of BIOSYM, the traces of these two 
o 
proteins were superimposed, they only differ by 1.175950 A (measured in RMS), which 
suggests that the two proteins have extremely closed three dimensional conformations, as 
may be seen from Figure 4.5. 
I f > | 
k ^ T ^ ^^^^p^/^^ 
{y^  
Figure 4.5 The superimposed traces ofPBXB (red line) and MHBB (blue line). 
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4.2 Other proteins 
Other than the matched pair, proteins with different sequences/conformations 
were used as the unmatched pairs in our analysis. They are: 
4.2.1 The acetylchoinesterase (ACK) 
< : ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ t ^ , , . C7 'S .•• /v\ ... \ ••, - ^ - 乂 V 
^Jjmw 广. 
Cff^Mft 
� .\. \ \ > \ : \ z ' . ' : � � - . v ' 1 ' z .j /'C^Z^^ '^-j^  j i ^ � - � � . .i 
\ \ ' ^ / . r ( ' 5U_^>Vi^q u / ; ^ C ^ : ^ .詩 . \ I i t ^ — ' ^ ? P . . | 
^ ? ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ! ^ . , 
事 、 細 _ ^ ^ # Q ^ 
'^ , � (f 4-- i 、 為 7 / \ v K \:y?'^'^ ,入二\ \ z//.^s^, Vv.V^"--t^/ . , , ' \\ V--' r^k-- ―^  
9 〈 《 ; : . ) . 成 、 嘛 々 4 ^ \ ^ 
/ ^ ) V ^ L y - ^ 4 : ^ r " f ^ V ^ ^ r : M 
% 、 • • “ - ‘ 塔 劣 
<^,, 《 . .—。 ��, 
Figure 4.6 The three dimensional structure of the acetylchoinesterase (ACK). 
ACK (537 amino acid residues) 
SELLVNTKSGKVMGTRVPVLSSHISAFLGIPFAEPPVGNMRFRRPEPKKPWSGVWNASTYPNNCQQYVDEQF 
PGFSGSEMWNPNREMSEDCLYLNIWVPSPRPKSTTVMVWIYGGGFYSGSSTLDVYNGKYLAYTEEWLVSLS 
YRVGAFGFLALHGSQEAPGNVGLLDQRMALQWVHDNIQFFGGDPKTVTIFGESAGGASVGMHILSPGSRDLF RRAILQSGSPNCPWASVSVAEGRRRAVELGRNLNCNLNSDEELIHCLREKKPQELIDVEWNVLPFDSIFRFS FVPVIDGEFFPTSLE MLNSGNFKKTQI LGVNKDEGSFFLLYGAPGFS DSESK SR DFMSGVKLSVPHA NDLG AVTLQYTDWMDD N IKN DGLDDI GDH VICP MHFVNKYT FGNGTYLYFF HRASN VW EWMGV HGY IEFVFGLPLVKEL YTAEE A SRRIMHYWATFAKTG PN PSKWP FTTKEQKFIDLNTE MKVHQR RVQMCVFWNQF P L A  igure 4.7 The amino acid sequences of the acetylchoinesterase (ACK). 
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4.2.2 The lipase (CRL) 
^^^^h 
" ^ m 
i F^ 
v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 4.8 The three dimensional structure of the lipase (CRL) 









Figure 4.9 The amino acid sequences of the lipase (CRL). 
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4.2.3 The two A and D chains of the deoxyribonuclease (ATNA and ATND) 
滅 
" ^ W 
Figure 4.10 The amino acid sequences of the A chain of the deoxyribonuclease (ATNA). 







Figure 4.11 The amino acid sequences of the A chain of the deoxyribonuclease (ATNA). 
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f 
Figure 4.12 The amino acid sequences of the D chain ofthe deoxyribonuclease (ATND). 





Figure 4.13 The amino acid sequences of the D chain of the deoxyribonuclease (ATND). 
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some of the fragments of these proteins were randomly selected, and superimposed with 
o 
the PBXB molecule, the RMS measures are all above lOA(see examples in Figure 4.14). 
(a) ACK 4-149 residues and PBXB (b) CRL 101-246 residues and PBXB 
(RMS=17.144064) (RMS= 17.879181) 
# f f l 
(c) ATNA 0-145 and PBXB (d) ATND 46-146 and PBXB 1-101 
(RMS=16.873128) (RMS=17.067748) 
肩 _ 
Figure 4.14 Superimposed trace of the unmatched proteins and the PBXB (red line). 
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4.3 Evaluation of the significance of the maximum match 
These six protein sequences were compared in a pairwise manner with the use of 
the modified Needleman and Wunsch algorithm, and maximum match scores are 
recorded in Table 4.1. 
Maximum Match Scores in Real Pairs  
PBXB MHBB 
~ACK 1589.372 1603.855 
—CRL 1575.627 1575.099 
~ATNA — 1608.148 1439.539 
~ATND — 1394.444 1419.628 
- P B X B — / — 1122.633 
~MHBB 1122.633 / 
Table 4.1 The maximum match score of the paired sequences comparison 
Despite the given maximum match (M) is a function of both the hexamer 
compositions of the proteins and the relationship between their sequences; one may ask 
whether a particular result found differs significantly from an advantageous match 
between two random sequences. Ideally, one would prefer to know the exact probability 
of seeing a better match score from a pair of random sequences. But this is 
computationally prohibitively difficult, especially since the function we used for 
assigning the MAT cell value is so complicated. 
As an alternative to determining the exact probabilities, we follow Needleman 
and Wunsch's approach of estimating the probabilities computationally. To achieve the 
estimate, random sequences from only one of the proteins were constructed, and were 
used to compare with the other to determine a set of random values. This procedure 
determines whether the relationship of the protein used to form the random sequences to 
the other protein is significant. 
The PBXB and MHBB sequences were randomized, and two sets of artificial 
sequences were generated, each have 999 entries. Then they were compared with the 
other five proteins sequences pairwisely. Together with the maximum match value of 
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genuine pairs, there are totally 1000 values of maximum match, which is sufficient for us 
to establish a distribution of the complicated fimction of M. Thus, the question of "how 
likely the relationship existing between the amino acid sequences is observed by 
chance?" can be answered. The estimated probabilities of an more extreme value of 
maximum match to be observed, 
Pr( M > maximum match found in real pairs)， 
were calculated and exhibited in Table 4.2. 
P-values of the Randomization Tests 
RandomizedPBXB Randomized MHBB 一 
ACK~ 0.601 一 0.740 
C R r ~ 0.639 — 0.805 
A T J ^ 0.366 - 0.873 
~AfND~ 0.491 0.592 
P B S ^ / - 0.421 
~MHBB 0.115 / 
Table 4.2 The p-values of the randomization test. 
The distribution of the maximum match of the PBXB-MHBB pair indicates a 
relatively small probability that a maximum match equals to, or greater than, that found 
for the two proteins could be drawn from the random set. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and discussion 
Proteins play crucial roles in virtually all biological processes. Various studies 
of proteins have established the generality of the central principle of molecular 
biology: sequence specifies conformation. Hence, investigation of protein 
sequence/structure relationship is an important topic. With this in mind, the research 
team in CUHK established a hexamer database with 22 structural motifs. 
Li this thesis, a model is establish to analyze the nature of hexamer sequences 
in these 22 structural classes. To deal with the dimensional reduction problem, 
without loss of generality, a coding mechanism is proposed. The amino acid in each 
position of the hexamer sequence is coded with the cluster-specific binary variables. 
Then, the 22 distributions of the hexamer code are obtained by counting their 
observed frequencies in each corresponding cluster. Based on the cross validation 
study, it is believed that the log likelihood ratio score generated by the probability 
model carry valuable information to classify the hexamer into its correct cluster 
frequently. 
This modeling approach has advantages over the classical approaches in that it 
provides a way to describe the sequence-structural relationship of hexamer. As the 
dimension of the distribution is highly reduced, it is possible for us to estimate the 
hexamer distribution in each structural cluster, of which classical approaches are not 
able to due with. Another advantage of the new approach is the ability of 
incorporating the structural information of the hexamer in the analysis, with the help 
of the objective database. It gives extra information other than the amino acid 
frequencies. Moreover, the new approach is widely applicable. The distribution ofthe 
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hexamer code can be used to modify most of the well-developed algorithm, just as in 
the example ofNeedleman and Wunsch algorithm. 
However, there is a deficiency of the new approach _- It is the inflexibility of 
the coding system. Since the information of the hexamer characteristics carried in 
each cluster is largely reduced by the coding method. Thus effective coding rule is a 
essentiality to our approach, otherwise, the discriminatory power of the log likelihood 
ratio score will also be weakened. 
bi the cross validation study, most of the code distributions are shown to be 
informative in categorizing the hexamers (as shown in Table 2.3); but varying results 
were observed in the classification ofhexamers clusters 2, 5 and 7. This problem may 
due to the inflexibility of the coding rule. As one may notice that our coding system is 
rather crude, the dimension of the hexamer distribution is largely reduced from 20^ 
to 2^，much information is lost in the process of coding. Although the code can keep 
the most important information for distinguishing the hexamers, it seems not 
sufficient for the case of clusters 2, 5 and 7. With the intention of making our model 
more flexible, different coding strategies should be explored for these clusters. 
The chemical and physical properties of the amino acids would be another 
source of valuable tips in determining the sequence-structural relationship. An 
obvious example would be the polarity of the amino acids. Usually, the interior of 
protein molecules consists almost entirely of non-polar residues such as leucine, 
valine, methionine, and phenylalanine. Polar residues such as aspartate, glutamate, 
lysine, and arginine are absent from the inside of the protein. The outside of the 
protein, on the other hand, consists of both polar and nonpolar residues. This 
contrasting distribution of polar and nonpolar residues reveals a key facet of protein 
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architecture. In an aqueous environment, protein folding is driven be strong tendency 
of hydrophobic residues to be excluded from water. Recall that water is highly 
cohesive and that hydrophobic groups are thermodynamically more stable when 
clustered in the interior of the molecule than when extended into the aqueous 
surroundings. The polypeptide chain therefore folds spontaneously so that its 
hydrophobic side chains are buried and its polar, charged chains are on the surface. 
(Stryer (1988)). Therefore, with the combination of this environmental information 
and the hexamer code distribution, the log likelihood ratio score should become much 
reliable in aligning the protein sequences. For that reason, the environmental 
information will be a possibility to be incorporated into our probability model. 
Moreover, the 22 hexamer distributions established in chapter two may have 
other worthy applications. Other than the sequence alignment, ftoher investigation on 
applying the short structural motifs will be a main interest in future study: the 
development of hidden Markov models whose hidden states have structural meaning. 
Such a model-based approach is believed to have tremendous potential in the area of 
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Tables 
Tables ofAmino acid distributions 
in the 6 positions of the hexamer in other clusters 
Note that: for each position, column 1 is the amino acid, column 2 is the 
observed proportion, column 3 is the cumulative proportion. Shaded cells 
indicates those amino acids with cumulative proportions approximately equal to 
50% in each position. 
Cluster 3 
Positionl Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G 0.1 0.1 V 0.1 0.1 "V 0.12 | O.ir V 0.12 To!u" V 011 0.11 ^ 0.08 10.08" 
V 1 ^ 0.18 n r " 0.08 ¥19" L " ^ i ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ " T " " " ^ " ^ ^ " T " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " * ^ " f " " ^ | o . i 6 | 
T "o!o8" 0^6 T 0 . 0 8 " 5 5 f " T " " ^ ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ " l ^ " 5 ; 5 ^ " ^ ^ f " " 5 i 5 r " 5 3 r ^ ^ 0 . 0 8 | ^ 1 
T ~ 0.07 033 I "5!5f"0^""T""5:5r""55^""T""^;57"li3r""T^"^;57"0r""T""^;5f"^ 
"X""5!5f 0.4 A 0.07 0.41 T ~ 007 "oiiT ~A~ MT ^A5 ~~r ' ~oW "oiiT ~ r " "ao7 "ojT 
s " o o T 0 ^ 6 " " ^ 0.07 "o!4T F 0.06 o . 5 i " T " " 5 ^ 1 5 ^ " " T " " ^ G 5 7 " 5 3 ^ ^ r " " 1 5 ! 5 7 " ^ ! i ? " 
I " a o r 0.52 ~ r ~ 0.05 " 5 3 T Y 0.05 0.56 ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 T " ^ 3 r ^ " " 5 H " " 5 ! i r  
K "o!o^ 0.58 " T ~ 0.05 "0^9" s 0.05 "3 !^^~""5!5^"5^^~"^!5^"53^^~"5!5^"5!?^ 
D "o ioT 0.63 ^ ~ 0.05 0.64" P 0.05 0.66 " ^ l ! 0 r " 0 ! ^ ~ G ~ " 0 ! 0 r i ^ ^ ^ " a 0 ^ ' 0 ^ 
E "aoT 0.68 "^Y~ 0.05 0.69' K 0.05 0.71 " l T " " o ! o 4 " T T ~ Y ~ T o T " 5 ^ ~ r ~ " a 0 5 " H f 
P "a05" 0.72 ^ ~ 0.05 0.73' R 0.04 0.75 ^ ~ " ^ ； 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " ^ ； 7 ^ ~ 1 ^ " 5 ! 5 ? " " 5 ? ^  
R "o ioT 0.77 " T ~ 0.05 0.78" G 0.04 0.8 ~ ^ " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ? ^ ^ r " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ n ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 i 7 7 
N ' o ! o r 0.82 ^ ~ 0.04 0.82' E 0.04 0.84 " l T " "0i04" "oisT H ^ "ooT" "5^jT ~ " " " ^ 0 0 4 " " o ^ 
F "0i04" 0.86 " l T " 0.03 0.85' N 0.03 0.87 G " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! § ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! § ^ ^ ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! 1 ^ 
Y 0.04 0.89 Q 0.03 ~dW Q 0.03 0.89 "^"5^"5!i^"~E~"0!04"0!^~Y~"0!04"""^oJ" 
Q "0i03" 0.93 " ^ 0.03 0.92' D 0.03 0.92 ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ " " " ^ " o ! o r " o ! 9 r ~ ^ " o ; o r " o ! ^ 
H "002" 0.95 1 T " 0.02 0.94' M 0.02 0.94 " ^ " o i o T ^ " ~ 5 " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " ^ F " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
M "5!5T 0.97 M 0.02 " 5 ^ c "ooT 0.96 ~ ^ ' o W ' o W ~ M ~ T o T ~ o ^ ~ c ~ T ^ ~ d W 
c To2 0.99 ~ T " 0.02 0.98' H 0.02 0.98 ^ T " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ " ^ " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ^ " 3 ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ i ^ 
w 0.01 1 w 0.02 1 w 0.02 1 w "aoT ~ W~ "5!5T ~ W "5!5I f " 
Cluster 4 
Positionl Position2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A 0.09 0.09 ~ 0.1 0.1 G 0.18 0.18 G 0.18 0.18 — P j O l l 0.1厂 V | 0 . 0 9 T a 0 9 
L M 8 " 0.17 A 0.09 0 ^ " ^ o.o9 T J T ' ' ^ T W ^ ^ ' ' T ' T W T ^ ' ^ ' W r ' o J 6 
S "a07" 0 2 5 E 0.08 02i N 0,08 0.35 H ^ "007" " O j T ~ ^ ~Qm "026" " T " " 1 ^ 7 " 5 ^ 
D T o T 0 3 2 " X " 0.08 0.36' A 0.07 0.43 * ^ T " " 5 ] 5 7 " " 5 3 ^ " " " " y " " ^ ^ " 0 r " T " " " " 0 7 " " 0 " 
G " o ^ 0.38 ~ ^ 0.08 o,45 i ao7 o . 4 9 " T " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! i " ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 f " i 0 7 
N " o H " 0.44 " T ~ 0.08 0.52 K 0.06 0.56 L " 5 ! 5 ^ ~ " 5 ^ " " " 5 ^ " ^ ； 5 7 " 5 ^ " " ^ " 0 ^ " ^ ! ^ "  
K "OOT 0.5 ~D~ 0.07 0.6 “ E 0.06 0.62^[^"^；5^"537~^"5!5^"53^~^"5^""53"  
T "OOT 0.55 n ^ 0.06 0.65' L 0.05 0.67 T " 5 ! 5 ^ " 3； ^ " ~ ^ " ^ ^ " ^； ^ ^ ~ " ^；； 5 ^ " 5 3 ^ 
V " 0 ^ 0.61 ~ L ~ 0.05 0.71. T 0.05 0.72 ~ ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ 1 ~ " ^ ^ 1 5 ^ ^ [ ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
p "oioT 0.66 T 0.05 0.76 ~ ^ 0.04 "5;7r"T"""5:5r"5:^""^"5:5r~5:r~r""5:5^"5；^ 
E "oioT 0.71 R 0.05 0.8 “ R 0.04 0.8 " F " " 5 ] 5 T " 5 ^ " ^ " i 5 ^ " 5 7 ^ i " ~ I T " o ; ^ T ^ 
R " 0 ^ 0-76 Q 0.04 0.84 ~ T ~ 0.03 " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ " a o r i j 9 " ~ ^ I j i o T l i T F 
I ~OM 0.8 V 0.04 0.88 ~ ^ 0.03 " 5 ： § ^ ^ ~ " ^ " 5 ： ^ ~ ^ " 5 ： 5 ^ " 5 ： ^ ~ 5 ~ " 5 ： 5 ^ " ^ 
F " o ^ 0 . 8 4 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0 . 0 3 0 . 9 1 " Y 0 . 0 3 ‘ 0 . 9 " T " " 5 ! 5 i " " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ 7 " ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ 
Q l>i04" 0.88 H 0.02 0.93" H 0.03 0.92 " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " " ^ " ^ " ^ ; 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ ~ F " " ^ ! 5 T " ^ 
Y "0!04" 0.92 Y 0.02 0.95 " T ~ 0.02 " 5 ! ^ ^ i " " ^ : 5 r j g ] ^ ^ j ^ ] ^ ^ ^ j g ^ j g ^ 
H "o!or 0.94 ~T~ 0.02 0.97" P 0.02 0.96 c "5^"5!^"1^"""^5!57"^；^~^"^；5^"^  
c 'o!or 0.96 ~ W 0.01 0.99" M 0.01 0.98 ~ l ^ ~ o m ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ " ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
M T m 0.98 c 0.01 0.99 c 0.01 0.99 ^ " " 5 ^ " ^ i ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " ^ ; ^ r " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ; ^ r 
W 0.02 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 w 0.01 1 M 0.01 1 M 0.01 ~ T ~ 
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Cluster 5  
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 _ 
L 0.11 0.11 ~ 0.17 0.17' P 0.19 |"5!T^ E 0.13 0.13 _ E 011 0.11 L 011 0.11 
G 1 5 ! ^ 0.19 " T ~ 0.12 " " 5 T " " " X " " ^ ! 5 ^ " 5 5 r n 5 " " ^ ; n " " ^ 5 r n 5 ^ " ^ " 5 J " " X " " ^ ] 5 ^ " l U " 
A 008" 027 " i r Tu "oJ" " ^ o o f "OT ^~D~ T T ~035 ~Fr "0!09 U " ~ ^ 0.07 027\ 
I o !^ 0.35 " T ^ T F " ^ ""T" T W "oiT ~A~ T W a iT ~T^ "ooT o37 ^ T " T m ojs | 
V "5!^ 0.42 ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ ^ E ~ " 5 ! 5 f " 0 ^ ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 r ~ T ~ " 5 ! 5 f " 5 ! i i " ~ 5 ~ " " 5 ! 5 f " 5 ! i r 
T "o!or 0.48 ~ F " 0.07 T M G 0.07 0.55 "lc""o!or 0.58 " T " " 5 ^ " 5 T " X " " " 5 H " " 5 ! ^ 
F "oH" 0.54 ~ F r 0.04 "o?7r V " 3 ^ " 5 ^ ^ j " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ ^ r " " 5 ! 5 T " ^ 3 r ^ " 1 ^ " 5 ! i r 
s ' o H ' 0.6 "tT" 0.04 T 7 T ~ l ^ " o ! o r " o ^ ^ f ~ l ! o r ~ o j S " " o 3 T " o ! ^ ^ " l u Q r " o 3 ^ 
Y "o!o5" 0.65 ~ H " 0.03 " 5 ! 7 r ^ " " O r T ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
K "ooT 0.7 " ^ " ^ ^ " 5 J r ~ ^ n 5 ! ! 5 ^ T ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ T 7 r n ^ " 5 ! 5 r " l O r ^ i ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
P " 0 ^ 0.75 ~ ^ 0.03 "084" R "0i04" 0.79 " T " 0.03 " O T Q " 5 ^ " 5 ^ " ^ " ^ i ^ " 5 ^ 
D ~ 0 ^ 0.79 ~ T ~ 0.03 " 3 ^ T "OOT 0.83 ~~r~ 0.03 " a 8 r ~ ^ " o ! 0 4 " ~ 0 ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ 
R "o!o^ 0.83 ~ ^ 0.02 "oisT Q 0.03 " 5 ! ^ " " T ~ " ^ " " 5 ^ ^ ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! i i " ~ E ~ " a o r " a F 
N " o ^ 0.86 " ^ 0.02 "o!9T F " 1 5 ] ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " ^ ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! § ^  
E ""5!5T 0.9 ~~c~ 0.02 T93 Y " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ n F " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ " 7 " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " ^ 7 " " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
Q "o!or 0.92 ~ ~ f ~ 0.02 " o ^ " ' i r " " o ! o n ! ^ " ~ F " " ^ ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " i P " 5 ! 5 r " 3 ^ " 5 " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
M "ao2" 0.95 ~ T " 0.02 " o ! ^ " ^ " o ! o r i ! % " ~ T " " 5 ! 5 T " ^ i ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ 
c "^51" 0.97 ~r~ 0.01 TW w " g ^ 0.97 ~W 0.02 "o !^ M " o o T ' o ! ^ " ~ ^ " o ^ l ! ^ 
H "o!or 0.99 ~ M ~ 0.01 " ^ ! ^ " l P " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ ~ i F " " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " O r " 5 ! ^ ^ " ~ H ~ l [ o n ! ^ 
W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 C 0.01 1 M 0.01 1 P 0.01 1 C 0.02 ~ 1 ~ 
Cluster 6  
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G 0.11 0.11 _ G 0.13 O.TT L 0.09 0.09 ~ 0.14 0.14* P 0.09 0.09 "T" 0.08 0.08 
p 0.09 0.19 D 0.09 " g ^ A "5!5T"ITn"""5"""3]5^"5^""5""5!5F"OF""^"5!5rTiT 
s "aoT" 027 "X^ 0.07 Tl9 G "oW 025 ~T~~oW^ L^"o]o^"o37~T"li!of"o!B" 
""T""5!57"5!^ j^^ "5!57"53r"^"^^"53T"^" i^!57"537""^"5!5r"^3r""^"5!57"5J" 
D T o T 0.41 ^ ~ 0.07 "043" I 0.06 "53§"~1~"5!5^"5^~^"5!57"^!^1~5~"5!57""537 
L "5!57" 0.48 ""i^ 0.07 "o!4^ F "oM 0.44 n[T""5H""5]i^"1F""5!5r"Or"T"""^!57"5!^" 
E "oio^ 0.54 "^T" 0.06 "o3r T "aoT 0.5 " V 0.06 ' ' o 3 r ~ l ~ " o ! o r " a ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r ~ o J " 
N 0.05 0.6 K 0.06 0.62 N “ 0.06 0.56' D 0.06" 0.61 D 0.06 0.61 ~ l M r " o 3 7 " 
K 0.05 0.65 L 0.06 0.68 Y ‘ 0.05 0.61 K 0.05_ 0.67 ~ ~ S ~ " o ! o r " " a ^ ^ ^ " o ! o ^ 1 o ! ^ 
T 0.05 0.71 V 0.05 0.73 K “ 0.05 0.66" I O.OS" 0.71 K "5]5r"5?7I f " " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
V "ooT 0.76 ~ p ~ 0.05 0.78 s "5!^ 0.71 ~ ^ " a o 4 " " o ? 7 r ~ T ~ " o ! o r " ^ " ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ? ^ 
I 0.05 0.8 " X " 0.05 ICsT D 'OOT 0.76 " ^ " 0 ! 0 4 " ^ R ~ l ! 0 4 " ~ O i s ~ ~ ^ " ^ ^ " 5 ? ^  
R "oioT 0.85 ~ ^ 0.04 0.86 E 0.04 0.8 " ^ ~ 0.04 "o!84"n^"g^"o!84"~R~"0!04""a^ 
Q 1o]or 0.88 ~ 1 ~ 0.03 "osT R T!04" 0.85 "TT" 1o!04" "oisT " T ~ "0!04" "oisF ~ r ~ 0.04 0.86 1 
F 0.03 0.91 Y 0.03 0.92 Q 0.04 0.88" F 0.03 0.91 ~ ^ "OOT l T ^ ~ ^ 1T04 | 0.891 
Y "OOT 0.94 ~ F ~ 0.02 0.94 H TioT 0.92 ~ ^ ' a o r " o ! ^ ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ ^ 0.03 0.93 
H 0.02 0.96 H 0.02 0.97 C 0.02 0.94' H 0.02" 0.96 " l^"0!0r"0!^" i r""0!02 'T^ 
M "o!^ 0.97 ~ W 0.01 0.98 p "5!5T 0.96 ~ 5 ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ j ^ " 5 ] 5 r " ^ ^ 
C 0.01 0.99 W 0.01 0.99 M “ 0.02 0.98' M 0.01 0.99 ^ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ 5 ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " " 5 ! ^ 
W 0.01 1 C 0.01 1 W 0.02 1 W 0.01 ~ W~luQl 1 ^ " o ! o 2 f " 
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� Cluster 7  
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A 0.09 0.09 ~ 0.09 0.09* G 02 |"oJ" G 0.14 0.14 —P 0 08 0.08 V 0 08 0.08 
G "5!5i" 0.17 T " 0.08 T T T H F " T T ""5T " ^ o o T "o!^ ""T" " o ^ HI?" " T ^ "007" TH" 
L "5!5fo>25 D "5!5r"^3r^""5!5f"53r^r"5!5r"5J"^^"5H""55i"^r"^"5!^ 
E "0^ 5f 031 "T"15!5r"53r"T*""5!5f"^^"T""5]5r"537"T""^^"55r"T""5!5f"5!^ 
T "o!o^ 0.38 ~ r ^ 0.07 ^ 4 " K 0.06 o . 5 i " " ^ " ^ H " " ^ ! i T " E " " 5 ! 5 f " 5 3 ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 ^ 
K "5!5^"53ii""""^^^!5f"5!^r^i^"5!5r"^jr^5""15!5r"5!i^""5""5!5^"5!ir^^"5!5f"^ 
V "oioT oj ~ ^ 0.07 "o3T A "5^"5!^^P"5!5r"53r~r""5^"5!?rnn"5^"5^ 
s T!pr 0.57 ~~p~ 0.06 "o3^"T^"qon!^"~L~"o!or"o!^~F"l!oriJr"~^"o!ori[3r 
N "oioT 0.63 ~G~ 0.06 "c[^"[^lH"^"~^"5!5r^5^"^"5!5T"5!^^""5!5^"5!^ 
D "OOT 0.68 "T" 0.05 ~oT" E "aoT 0.77 ~^~ 0.05 TTT E "5^"5!^^^"5^"5!^ 
P "aoT 0.73 ~~r~ 0.05 "074" R "0!04" 0.81 "^~ 0.04 T^"X""0!0rT^"T""0!0r"0jr 
R "o!or 0.78 ~Y~ 0.04 T7f V 0.03 0.85 Q "004" 0.79 "^"o!orT7f^~"o!orT^ 
I ^04 0.83 ~F" 0.04 "o^ Q 0.03 0.88 nF""OT""Or^^"5!5T"5^"Fj""^]5r"5!^ 
Y "oH" 0.87 " ^ 0.03 "OT I 0.03 "5 !^"^"OT"5!^^^" i5^"5 i^"^"3^"5^ 
F "004" 0.9 "X" 0.03 ~oW F "aoTl!^"~^"5!5T"5T"""^"5!5T"5^""^"5!5r"5!iF 
Q "a04" 0.94 ~ ^ 0.03 T92 H T d 2 ~ o ^ " ~ 5 " " ^ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " i 5 i ^ ^ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ ^ 
H "o!or 0.96 ~c~ 0.03 "o!^ Y Td2~o37"~^~"^!57""5!^~^"^!57"5!^^^~"5!5^"5!^ 
c "oioT 0.98 ~ir~ 0.02 ~o3T c ToT o.98 ~ ^ 0.02 "oi^ M TdT~dW~^TdT~oW 
w "5^ 0.99 ~W 0.02 ~o39 M "oi^ 0.99 T f 0.01 "5^"!¾~"5^"5!^"^"OT"5!^ 
M 0.01 1 M 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.02 1 M "oioT ~T~ 
Cluster 8 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G 0.1 0.1 ~ 0.13 [ 0.13" T 0.14 0.14 P 0.14 0.14 ~ b 013 0.13 G 0.14 0.14 
V Tof 0.19 n r " 0.09 "o3r s "5U" "o^s" ^ T " "oJ" " o ^ ~G~ TTT T^ "E" ~0A2 1^ 
L "007" 026 ~~A~ 0.08 ~oJ" D "5TT 038 ~ ^ " 0 0 ^ " 0 7 ~ 1 a F " o 3 r ^ ^ ' o i r " o 3 r 
T ~ " o W 033 ""T" 0.08 " o 3 r ^ ^ T r " o ] 4 r " T " ' o ! o 8 " T 4 " " " " 5 " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ] 5 f " ^ ! i T 
T TW 039 G 0.07 0.45 p "oM" 0.57 ~5~"^!5r"5!ii"~]^"5!5r"53r^f~"5!5r~5T 
K "o^ 0.45 "T~ 0.06 "53T N l!o7" 0.64 "^1o!o7"o3Tn^"oM'l[^""^"o!or"o3r 
I 0.06 0.51 F 0.06 0.57 A “ 0.06 0.69 K 0.06" 0.61 T “ 0.06 "o!^nr""o^"o!^ 
S 0.06 0.57 Y 0.06 0.62 K 0.04 0.74 L 0.05 0.66 K 0.05' 0.72 ~^"o!or"o!^ -
D "oos" 0.62 nF" 0.05 "oIs V "o!o3" 0.77 ~^"3!5r"5^^~~5!5r"5?^~Fr"^5!5r"5?r  
E 0.05 0.68 K 0.05 0.72 E “ 0.03 0.8 R 0.04" 0.75 Q “ "goJ" ~5JF "X" "0!04" 'OJS' 
R "oioT 0.72 S 0.04 ~OJ^ L 0.03 0.83 ~"^"5!5?""5?^""^^"5!5^"5^^^"5!5^^^ 
N "004" 0.76 ~Fr" 0.04 ~oT" Y "OOJ" 0.85 "^ "^3!5 "^5!1^^ ~"5!5 "^5!§ "^~K~"^ a04""0!83" 
P 0.04 0.81 R 0.03 0.83 H “ 0.02 0.88 Q 0.04" 0.86 V “ 0.03 "5!^""^~"5!5^"5!^ 
F 0.04 0.85 E 0.03 0.86 R "oioT 0.9 nH"ao4"o!9 p~"o!or"o^~~^"5!5T"5!iT  
Q 0.04 0.88 M 0.03 0.89 Q “ 0.02 0.92 Y 0.02" 0.93 "^"o!or"o!^^^"oH"'o!9r 
Y 0.04 0.92 D 0.03 0.92 F ~oW 0.95 "F^"o!QTl!^^~"^5!^""5^^T""5^"5!^ 
H 0.03 0.95 C 0.02 0.94 C 0.02 0.97' H 0.02' 0.97 ~ 5!5T"5!^^F""5^"^^ 
c "o.o2 0.97 Q 0.02 "o!^ I "oioT 0.99 "^ lT^"o!^"w~"o^"o!^"^ l^"a97" 
M 0.02 0.99 W 0.02 0.98 M “ 0.01 0.99 C O.Ol" 0.99 "l^"a^"a^"^"o!o7"o!^ 




Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 — 
1^  D 0.08 0.08 ~ 0.13 0.13' G 0.12 |"o!Tr A 0.09 0.09 —P 015 0.15 G 0.1 0.1 
s "5!5i"0.i6""T"0.09"5!^ ~Tr""5!5^ "5!^ ~5""5!5^ TI?"""^ "5!5r"55r~T""5!5r"^ IF 
P " 0 ^ 0»24 ~ r " 0.08 "o3^ D 0.09 0.3 L TW 0J8 ~~^'0WUr~^'0M~0^ 
L HW 0Ji ~ F " 0.08 "Of s 0.08 038 ~r""5!57"53r"X^"5!57"55r~r~"5!57"^5r 
N l W 0.38 n r " 0.07 044" A " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 j T " f " " " 5 I i f " 5 ^ ^ " " 3 ! 5 f " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ 
jO； "5!5f 0.46 ^ T 0.07 T J T E 0.07 " " 5 3 r ^ T " " ^ ^ " 5 ! i ^ " T " " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 J r " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " ^ ! i r 
A " 0 7 0.52 ~Fr" 0.06 ~53T T "5!57"5!^""T""Or"53J""5""5!5T"537"lF""5!5r"53r 
E ' o o T 0.59 ~ T ~ 0.06 " 5 ^ ~ l ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ 5 r " 5 ! ; 5 r " ^ ! ^ ~ ^ " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ T ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " ^ j r 
V " O T 0.64 " lT" 0.05 " o ! ^ L " O r 0.7 "FT" 0.05 " o ! ^ ~ r ~ " o ! o r " o ^ ^ ~ " ' a o r " o ! ^ 
K ~ o W 0.69 ~ T ~ 0.05 "0?^ Q 0.05 0.75 F "oios" 0.71 " " l ~ " 0 ^ T ^ ~ F ~ " 0 ! 0 5 " a ^ 
I 1 ^ 0.74 ~ F ~ 0.04 " 0 ^ R 0.05 0.8 " i T " " 5 ^ T 7 ^ " ~ R ~ " 0 ! 0 r " 0 ^ ~ N ~ " 0 ^ " 0 ^ 
T ' o o T 0.79 T ~ 0.04 " o ^ V 0.03 " O r " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ r " " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ " i r " " 3 ^ T ^ 
R " o ^ 0.83 ~ ^ 0.03 "oi85" Y "3^"5Jr^~"5!5r"OT"~Fj~"5!5r"5!^^~"5!5r"5y§r 
Q "oio4" 0.86 ~ ^ 0.03 "oisT F " o ! o r " o ! 9 " ~ i ~ " O r " ^ ! i F ~ ^ ~ 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! i F " " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 J r 
Y "5!5T 0.89 ~ ~ ^ 0.03 "oJr H "oioT 0.92 ~ ^ 0.04 ' o ! ^ ~ ^ T ! o r " a ^ ~ Y ~ 1 o ! o r ~ o ! ^ 
F "5!5T 0.92 ~ T " 0.02 " g ^ I "oioT 0.94 ~ ^ 0.03 "o^"Y~"5!5T"5!^"^"3!5T"5!^ 
H "oM" 0.94 " l T " 0.02 "a95" M "5!5T 0.96 "^T" 0.02 l i ^ ^ ^ " o ^ " o ! ^ ~ H ~ " o ! o r " a ^ 
c "o!or 0.97 ~~^ 0.02 TW p l u ^ 0.97 ~ H ~ 0.02 " " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " " ^ ^ 
w ~om 0.98 "^T" 0.02 ~o39 w "ooT 0.99 ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ i 5 ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
M 002" 1 ~ W 0.01 " 1 ~ c "0!^ 1 ~ p ~ " ^ i M ~ ^ i M ~ " ^ r~ 
ClusterlO 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G |0.09|0.09 ~ |0.09|0.09' D |0.11 |0.11 T |009|0 .09_N 0.11 0.11 G oTlTCTT 
V 0 ^ 0.17 ""V"" 0.08 " O T ~ T ~ "oH" n O F ~I~" l I o T "oTf ~ ^ "oT" "oIT ~~~7r "o!o^ "oIT 
A "5!5T 025 T ~ 0.07 ~ol4 p "ooT 027 ~ A ~ 0.08 ' o 3 ^ n 5 r ~ a n Q j r ^ ! ~ " o ^ " o 2 8 " 
T "o!o7 0.32 T ~ 0.07 "o3r N "goT 0.35 ~ S ^ ' a o r " o 3 4 " ~ ^ ' o ! o ^ ^ T~"o!o7"o35" 
L TW 0.39 ~15~~ 0.06 "537 V ~oW 0.43 ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ X ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 i ^ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 7 " " 5 3 ? r  
I T W 0.46 ^G"" 0.06 "oiT I "o!of"o3 ^""5^"5]^^~?~"5!5^"^!^?"~5"~"5!57"5!^^  
K "oioT 0.52 " lT" 0.06 "04^ A "oioT 0.56 ~ ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 3 ^ ~ 1 ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^  
F "o!or 0.58 ~ ^ 0.06 ~oJr T T ^ 0.62 ~E~ 0.06 "o]6~~i^"o]or"o!^"Y""aor"oT" 
Y 0.05 0.63 P 0.06 0.6 S ‘ 0.06 0.68 D 0.06" 0.66 L ""0!0r"0jl ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ 
E 0.05 0.68 F 0.06 0.66 G 0.04 0.72 I ‘ 0.05 0.71 R 0.04" T T T ~Fr" "OOT "oTT 
N 0 . 0 4 0 . 7 2 ~ ~ S ~ 0 . 0 5 0 . 7 1 E " o i o T 0 . 7 6 ~ ~ ^ 0 . 0 5 ~ 5 J 3 " ~ ^ " 0 0 ^ " 0 ? 7 9 " " ~ I ^ T ! 0 r " 0 J 5 " 
S 0.04 0.77 N 0.05 0.76 Q ‘ 0.04 0.8 “ R 0.05' 0.8 V ""o!or"a82 ^ " 0 0 4 " ^ ^ 
P 0.04 0.81 A 0.05 0.81 F 0.04 0.84" N 0.04" 0.85 H “ 0.03 " o ! ^ n F " " o ! o T " o ! ^ 
D " o ! ^ 0.85 ~ ^ ~ 0.05 0.86 R l i H " 0.87 ~ ^ 0.03 " a j T " ~ " ^ a 0 r " 0 ! 8 9 " ~ ^ " 0 ! 0 4 " " 0 j r 
Q 0.04 0.89 E 0.04 0.9 K ‘ 0.03 0.9 “ F 0.03" 0.91 Y “ 0.03 " 0 ^ ~ ^ " o ! o r ~ o ! ^ 
R "oio4" 0.93 Q 0.03 ~ 0 ^ c "oioT 0.92 ~Y~"ooTlt!^"~1 ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ 1 5 ^ ^ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
H 0.02 0.95 C 0.02 0.95 W ‘ 0.02 0.94' H 0.02' 0.96 P '"5^"^^""^T""^!5T"5!^ 
M ~ o W 0.97 ~ H ~ 0.02 0.97 Y ~ o W 0.97 ~ M ~ " ^ o ! ^ " o ^ " ~ ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ i ^ " a o r " o ! ^ 
C 0.02 0.99 W 0.02 0.99 H 0.02 0.99 W 0.01 “ 0.99 W “ "TOT ~ o W ~ C ~ l^oJ" ^0^9^ 





Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A 0.08 0.08 " P ^ 0.1 0.1 G 015 O.lT G 0.3 F o J " G 0^1 0^1 ~ T 0 09 0.09 
V ooi" 0.16 "T""3^"5!TF"T"""5!n""557"n5"""5Tr"33ir^i^"3^"5]^""^"5!5rTir 
L a o T 024 ~5~" 0.08 "557 "5"" "5TT "ojs" N "^!5T 0.49 ~ F " lioT" ~OM " " ^ o]P7 T I 4 
"X""5!5f"53T""T""^!5mr"ir"""5T""^!ir""F""^"53r""i"^"5^"^3ir^T"""^;57"53r 
G ~oW 0.38 ""Tr""5!5f"5!ir~X~"5!5T"5!^"T~ o.o6 0.6 "^"06"o!49""^"o!o7'138 
K "o!or 0.44 " " T ~ " ^ ^ " O ^ ^ f ~ " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ] 5 r " ^ ! ^ ^ T ~ " ^ ^ " 5 3 r " " " ^ ~ 5 ! 5 f " 5 ! i T  
I 006" OJ ~ T ~ ' " o ! o 7 " " o 3 r ~ ' E ~ l ! o r i i ^ " ~ ^ " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ^ " r " " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! j r 
Y "o!or 0.56 ~ l ~ " o ! o ^ 1 o ! ^ ~ p ~ l ! o r T ^ " ~ f " " 5 ^ T j T " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " ^ 5 ^ " R " " 5 ! 5 ^ " ^ i ^ 
P "0!05" 0.61 ~^T~ 0.05 "g^ K 0.05 0.78 ^T" 0.04 " 0 ^ Q 0.04 ~QnI~D~TjQ6~0j^ 
E "aoT 0.67 ~ F " 0.05 " 5 ^ R 0.04 0.82 " ^ " " a o T 0.82 " ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ " 7 " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ 
N l i o T 0.72 ~ r ~ 0.04 " 0 J 7 ' ~ L ~ " 0 ! 0 4 " " 0 ^ " ~ ^ ~ O m 0.85 " I ^ l i o ^ " ^ " ~ ^ " 5 H " T 7 T 
s 'o!or 0.77 "T" 0.04 "5^~^"5!5r"5ii^^^"5^"5^^~"5!5^"5!^~F^"3^"5?^ 
F 0.04 "olgT Y " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! i T ^ 7 ~ " ^ o i o T ^ " ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! F " T " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! i r " 5 " " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 i r 
Q "o!o4" 0.85 "T""o!ori!8r^~"5!5T"^i!^^"~^"^!5T"5!^"in"5!5r"5J"""^"Or"5!i^ 
R " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ ~ V ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ^ " ~ F ^ " a o r " a ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r i ! ^ ^ n " o ^ " o ! 8 F 
D ~ o W 0.91 ~ ^ 0.03 ~o34 I "o!or 0.97 ~ H ~ 0.02 ~OM F ' o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ^ ' o ] 5 r T ! ^ 
c "o!or 0.94 n r " 0.02 ~ o W F " o ! ^ 0.98 ~ ~ r ~ 0.01 " o ! ^ ~ H ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
M ~om 0.97 ~ ^ 0.02 1 o ! ^ M " o ! ^ 0.99 "^T" 0.01 " ^ " ~ M " " ^ 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " O T " 5 ^ 
W "0!02" 0.98 T T " 0.01 ~ o W C " o ! ^ 1 ~ ^ l D ^ " ^ " ~ C ~ " ^ g ^ ' ^ " ~ M " " ^ o ! o r " o ! ^ 
H "oioT 1 ~W 0.01 ~r~ w ~o~ 1 "^no!oI i ^"om i !^"o!or~T~ 
Clusterl2 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
*L 0.08 0.08 ^ 0.12 0.12" D 0.13 0.13 P [ 019 0.19 H s 012 0.12 L 0.11 0.11 
""T^"5^"^!I?"""T""5!5r"53~~?r"nn"""55r~^"^[B""^3r~¥""""^"5!^~X"""5^""5J" 
A "0.08 0^4 HiT" 0.08 "o!ir s "oT" 0.33 " X " o.o8 l i 3 r ^ ~ " a o r ' o 3 r ~ ^ " a o 8 " " o 3 8 " 
K "o.o8 032 ""T~ 0.07 " o T T "o!o8" 0.4 ~ W "WT ~ o W ""p^ T W ~ o W T ' H W ' d j T 
V "o.o7 039 E 0.07 " O T G "5!57 0.47 s 0.07 "53T ~ ^ ~dW "giT H 5 " "ooT "oiT 
^'W''dW OA5 ' j r ' 0.07 "oW A 0.06 0.53 ~ ^ " o ! o 6 " ~ a 6 ~ " ~ ~ 1 0 ! 0 7 " 0 3 7 ^ ~ " 0 0 ^ " 0 ^ 
p "0.07 0.52 D 0.07 "53T F Tios" 0.58 ^ ~ " 1 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 3 7 
E 0.06 0.58 A 0.06" 0.62 L “ 0.05 0.63" L 0.05_ 0.71 "lT" 0.06 T!^^""o!o^"o38 ' 
D 0.06 0.64' L 0.06" 0.68 V “ 0.05 0.68_ R 0.04" 0.75 R “ 0.05 " o ! ^ E " o ^ " o ! ^ 
T "0.06 0.7 ~~T~ 0.05 0.73 E 1p!o4" 0.72 ^ ^ " " 5 i 5 r T 7 T " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ ! ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
I 0.05 0.75 P 0.04' 0.77 Y “ 0.04 0.77' N 0.04" 0.82 L 0.04 "577r^^"U!5T"5?^ 
N "0.05 0.79 ~ i r 0.04 0.81 I T04" 0.8 ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! § § " ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ^ 
F "0.04 0.83 ~ ^ 0.04 0.85 K 0.0T 0.84 Q "o!oni89"^^"aor"06"~^"5!5T"5!^ 
Q 0.04 0.87' Y 0.03 0.88 H “ 0.03 0.87_ V 0.03" 0.92 I “ 0.03 "0!8^"R"""0l04""0!l5" 
R "0.03 0.9 " ^ ~ 0.03 0.92 R 0.03 0.9 ~ H ~ " o i o r " o ! ^ ^ ^ l Q ! o 3 " a ^ " Q " “ ^ a 0 3 " 0 ! ^ 
Y 0.03 0.93 H 0.03 0.94 C “ 0.03 0.93" F 0.02" 0.96 P 0.03 " o ! ^ " ^ " a ^ 1 o ! ! ^ 
H "0.02 0.96 F 0.02 0.97 Q o.oT 0.96 ~^"5]5r"5!^^l~""5^"5!^~^"5!5r"5^ 
C 0.02 0.98 M 0.02" 0.98 M “ 0.02 0.98" W 0.01 0.98 W " 0 ! 0 r " 0 ! ^ " l ^ " 0 ! 0 2 " 0 ! ^ 
M ‘ 0.01 0.99 W 0.01 0.99 P 0.02 0.99" M 0 . 0 r " 0 ! ^ ~ C ~ " o ! ^ ~ o W ~ W "oioT " 0 ^ 




Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
L 0.14 0.14 ~T~\ 0.1 0.1 • E 0.13 O.lT L 0 . 1 l J ^ T T " " " ^ 0 . 5 2 0.52 —L 01 O.l' 
A T u 029 T " T T H T " T " "oiTT T I s 1 T T T "olT " l T ~ojoT T W " W T W ~ W 
D oof 036 "T~ 0.1 "53"nr"""5T""53T""T""^!5^"53""i^""5!5r"5!^"^"5!5r"53i" 
G 006" 0.42 ""F" 'o!o^ "039^  1 5 ^ T W T ^ ""T" 007" "037" ~D""""oB" "o!^ ""T" "oM" "035" 
H "qoT 0.47 ~ ¥ ~ " ^ ; 5 f " 5 ! i ^ ^ 1 I ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ; i ^ ^ r " " O r " 5 ; ^ ~ F " " 5 ; 5 r " T i ^ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 f " O r 
s "aor 0.52 " ^ 0.06 1o3T s 0.06 0.55 nT""5!5^ 0.49 s 0.03 "5^""^*""5!57""5J" 
V "OOT 0.57 ~ ^ 0.05 "037 R 0.05 ""5J" D " 3 ^ 0.54 E " o i o T T ^ ' ^ ' o i ^ ' O J ? " 
K 'oioT 0.61 ~ T " 0.05 ~ o l 2 . " " ~ ^ " " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " " ^ ~ [ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ ~ 1 ~ " 5 ^ ^ 5 ^ " "  
E "c[o4" 0.66 " T " 0.05 T ^ " ~ 5 " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ " ] ^ " 5 ^ " O r " F " " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
R "5!5T 0.7 ~ v " 0.05 " o 7 n " ~ ^ ^ " 5 ^ T ^ " " ^ " ^ ! 5 T " 5 T " i r " " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ^ " 5 " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
I "oioT 0.74 ~D~ 0.04 ~ ^ " ~ ^ " o H " o ! 8 r ~ N ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 1 " " 0 ^ ~ § ~ " 3 ! 5 ^ ^ ^  
F ~OM 0.77 ~ T ~ 0.04 ~oT" N "ooT" 0.85 ~ ^ 0.04 ~0J9 Y ' o ! ^ " o ! 9 r " l T " " o ! o r " o ^ 
T "0.04 0.81 ~ ^ 0.04 " 5 ^ I "5!5T 0.88 " T ~ 0.04 "oisT P "o!or"o!^"Y~"^o!or"a8r 
M "o.o3 0.84 ~T~ 0.04 T W Y "aoT 0.91 ~G~ 0.04 " o J T " l ^ " a ^ l [ ^ " ^ " o ^ " a i r 
C "0.03 0.87 ~ ^ 0.03 1 ^ F "aoT 0.94 " ^ " o i o T ^ ~ " o ] ^ " o ! ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r " o ! 8 r 
H "o.o3 0.9 ~ ^ 0.03 " o ^ H "5^"5!?^^^"5!5^"5!^^?~"5^"5!^~7~"5!5^"5!^ 
Y "aor 0.93 " T ~ 0.02 ~OM M 0.02 " 5 ! ^ ^ F " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ 
Q "0.03 0.96 ~ H ~ 0.02 T W w " 5 ] 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ 
w "0.02 0.98 ~w~ 0.01 ~oW p "535ir"5!^"^"5!5r"5^^^"5!5!^ i ^"0!0r"0!9r 
p 0.02 1 c 0.01 1 c 0.01 1 p 0.01 1 w 0 ~ !T" " ^ " ~ " f " 
Cluster 14 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
V | 0.08 0.08 """5 0.09 0.09" S 0.1 f o T " G 022 022 _ G 025 025 K 0.08 0.08  
L 0.08 0.16 ~ i r " 0.09 0.18 P "o!o^ 0.19 ~ W T T T "033" ^""""OOT "034" T ~ " 5 ^ T J s 
G 0.08 024 ~~A~ 0.08 ~ol6 G "oo^ 027 ~ ^ TJT "044" "T~ "goT T^ ^lT "5!5T ~ol4 
T "0.07 031 ~ T " 0.08 "oM V " 5 ! 5 7 " ^ 3 r ~ § ~ " 1 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 3 r ~ ¥ " " " 5 ^ " 5 ^ " " 5 " " " " 5 ^ " O r 
s "0.07 038 T ~ 0.08 T H K "5!5f 0.41 ~ ^ " ^ ! 5 ^ " 5 3 ^ ~ ^ " ^ ^ " 5 3 ^ ~ 1 ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 5 5 "  
I '0.07 0.45 ~ T ~ 0.07 T W D ~OM 0.47 ~ T " 0.05 " o ! ^ ~ T r " " o ! o r T ! ^ ^ f ~ " o ! o 7 " l [ 4 r 
E 0.06 0.51' I 0.06 0.55 T “ 0.06 0.54" E O.OS" 0.7 " ^ ~ 0.06 " " 5 3 ^ " ^ " 5 ^ " 5 3 T 
Y 0.05 0.56 S 0.06 0.61 A “ 0.06 0.6 P O.OS" 0.74 " ^ ~ " o ^ ~OjT ~ D ~ "o^oT"53T 
K 0.05 0.61' F 0.05" 0.65 I “ 0.06 0.65 K 0.04" 0.78 ~ [ ^ " o ! o r T 7 7 ~ N ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
A "0.05 0.66 N 0.04 " o i ^ R "oioT 0.7 " T ^ " " o ! o r " a ^ ^ I ^ " a o ^ ^ ^ " o ! o r " a ^ 
N 0.05 0.71 “ Y 0.04' 0.74 N “ 0.05 0.75 L 0.03" "oiss" ~ R ~ "ooT "oisJ" " T ~ "MiJ" "oJA 
D 0.05 0.75" D 0.04" 0.78 Y “ 0.05 0.79 R 0.03_ 0.87 " T " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 I 7 ^ 
F '0.04 0.8 " ^ ~ 0.04 "oisT E "0!04" 0.84 ~ ^ " o ^ ~ o ! 9 " ~ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ 5 ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 T " O T  
R ‘ 0.04 0.83" C 0.03" 0.85 L “ 0.04 0.88" Q 0.02" 0.92 ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " O r " 5 J r 
Q "0.04 0.87 Q 0.03 " o i ^ F "o!o4" 0.91 ~ Y ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ r " " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ l ~ " ^ 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^  
P ‘ 0.03 0.9 ‘ E 0.03 0.91 Q “ 0.03 0.94" V 0.02" ~ o W ~ ^ "ooJ" "o!^ ~ ^ ""OT ~o33 
H "0.03 0.93 " ^ ~ 0.03 ~o34 H "ooT 0.97 ~ ~ ^ " o ! ^ " a ^ ~ F ^ " o ! o r T ! ^ ~ F ~ " o ! o r " a ^ 
c ‘ 0.03 0.95" H 0.03 0.97 c “ 0.01 0.98 c o.oi""o!^~c~"oioT"o^"TT""ooT"o!^ 
M " 0 . 0 2 0 . 9 8 ~ W 0 . 0 2 0 . 9 8 W 0 . 0 1 0 . 9 9 ~ ^ " o ! ^ " o ^ 1 ^ ^ 1 M " " ^ 5 ^ 1 T ^ 




Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G | 0 . 1 2 | 0 . 1 2 * " T | O . n | O . n _ P |0 .17 |0 .17 P | 0 . 1 7 | 0 . 1 7 _ G 丨0.14丨0.1了 D |0 .09 |0 .09 
V "oH" 0 2 ~ T r 0.1 " 5 3 T " " " 5 " " " 5 ! T r " O r ^ X " " 5 3 5 ^ " 5 3 r n ^ " 5 n " " 5 ! ^ " X " " " 5 ^ " O F 
"T"" "o!o8" o^T "T"" T T T T ""T" "5!5T ~oJ" 丁 "5!5T "ojT 1T "q^ 13T ~T~ ooT g ^ 
A o!of 0.34 ~ X " "5!5T "oj8" " lT" "oH" " o ! ^ ~ i ~ "oH" "5!iT " W "oH" " 0 s ~ "07" "o3T 
K o!o6 0.4 " " ? " " " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 ^ r ~ T " " " 5 ^ " ^ ^ ~ r " " ^ ^ " 5 ! i i " ~ 5 ~ " " ^ ] 5 r " 5 ^ ~ 5 ~ " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 J "  
I "oioe 0.46 ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 r ~ 5 ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ ~ ] ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 T ^ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ? f 
T "ooT 0.52 ~ T ~ 0.06 "^i3F L "oioT 0.66 D 0.06 0.6 K 0.07 1 o ! ^ ~ ^ T ! ^ T ^ 
S " ^ ^ 0.58 ~ ^ 0.06 ' o ! ^ ~ T ~ " o ! o r ~ 0 ? r ~ i r " 0.06 ~QM T T 0 5 " o ! ^ " ^ " O r " o 3 r 
p " o ^ 0.63 ~ r " 0.05 l ! ^ ~ l ^ " o ! o n ? ^ ~ G " " ^ o ! o 5 " 0.71 ~ i ^ T o n ^ ~ I ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
N "o!or 0.68 ~ s ~ 0.05 " o ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r T n " ~ T ~ " o ! o r T ^ ~ [ ~ " o ! o 4 " T ^ ^ j ~ " o ] o r T ! ^ 
E "0!04" 0.72 " ^ l ^ ! o r T 7 r " T " ' o ] D i r " C T ' ' n N ~ " " 0 ! Q r T 7 ^ " X " ' " 0 ! 0 r T ^ ^ ^ " 0 ! 0 r " 0 ^ 
D " o ^ 0.76 ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ^ ~ T ~ " o ; o r " O r ~ R ~ " 5 ! 5 ? " " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ 
Y li04" 0.81 ~ ^ T o r T 8 5 " ~ ^ " o ! o r H 6 " ~ Q ~ " o ! o r i ^ ~ F ^ " o M ' ' ' o l 8 r ^ ~ " o H " " o ! 8 r 
R "oio4" 0.85 ^ ~ 0.03 1 o ! ^ F "5!5T 0.89 " T " 0.03 "oisT V " o ! o r " o r ^ ^ " o ] o r " o ! ^ 
F "o]5r 0.89 ~~D~ 0.03 "ogT Y "aoT 0.92 " T " 0.02 " 5 ! ^ ~ ? ~ " o ^ " o ! ^ " ^ " o ! o r " o i ^ 
H "5!5T 0.92 " T T 0.02 "0 !^ R " 5 ^ 0.94 ~ " " " 5 ! 5 r " ^ 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ ! ^ ~ 5 ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
Q "ooT 0.94 "TT" 0.02 "o!^ H 0.02 " o ! ^ " c ~ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " ^ T ^ " i 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ 
M luoT 0.96 "^T" 0.02 ~oW Q 0.02 " o ! ^ " H ~ " o m ~ ^ ~ ^ T m ~ ^ ~ H ~ " ^ o m T ^ 
w 0.02 0.98 w 0.02 ~OM M 0.01 " o ! ^ " ^ " a o r " o ^ " w " " ^ o W o ^ " ~ M ~ " o m T ^ 
C 0.02 1 C 0.02 1 W 0.01 1 M 0.01 1 M 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 
Cluster 16 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
L 0.08 0.08 “ G 0.2 oT" S 0.11 0.11 ~ G 0.1 0.1 G 0.1 0.1 ~ 0.1 0.1 
A '0.08 0.16 "lT" 0.08 "o38" T ~oT" 0^1 ~5~"5^"^^~T~"5!5^TI?""""^"5!5i""5T7" 
P 0.07 023 " p " 0.07 0.35 D 1o!o^ OJ ~ F " 0.09 ' 0 3 r n 5 ^ " 0 ^ " 0 3 7 ~ T ^ l ? 0 7 " ' 0 3 r 
"l^"o!of"oJ"""X" 0.07 aiT A "^!5^"53r~T""5!5r"53r~§~"5^"53^"^T~"5!57"53r 
N "0.07 038 ~ T " 0.07 "o34^ G " O f 0.46 " T ^ TJoT "oiT "^L"" "oiOT" "5!^T ~ G ~ "007" 153^ 
s "0.07 0.45 ~ T " 0.07 0.55 N "aoT 0.52 A "5^"5J""Tr""5!5r"5!iT"T"""5^"^5!i^ 
G "o.o7 0.51 E 0.06 " 5 ^ V "oioT 0.58 ~ K ~ " o ! o 7 T j 7 ~ v ~ " o H " 1 3 r ~ ^ " o ! o 7 " o 3 3 ' 
K "0.06 0.58 K 0.06 ~oW F "oioT 0.63 ~N~"^5!5T"5!^"^"5!5^"5!^""^r""5!5^"^3F 
E 0.06 0.64" L 0.05" 0.72 L 0.05 0.68" V "0!05" 0.68 ~~r~ 0.05 * 0 ^ ~ R ~ " o ! o ^ " a ^ 
D 0.06 0.7 " ^ ~ 0.04 ~Ojr E "^04" 0.72 ~ ^ " 5 ^ T ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ ~ 5 ? r ~ ] ^ " 5 ^ " 5 y " 
V 0.05 0.75 ~F~ 0.04 "oT" R "o!o4" 0.77 ~5~"5!5i"T^~ir""5!5T"5?^~^"5!5r"^!7r  
I 0.05 0.8 ‘ Y 0.04 0.84 K 0.04 0.8" L "ooT" 0.81 ~ E ~ 0.04 T ^ " 5 " " ^ ! 5 T " 5 ? ^ 
F "0.05 0.84 ~~T~ 0.03 0.87 Y "OOT" 0.84 Q "5!5^""5!1^^~15^!5^""^^^~"^!^"5!^"  
R 0.04 0.88 ~ T ~ 0.03 0.9 I "ooT" 0.87 I 0.04 " 5 i ^ " F " " 5 ! ^ " 5 i ^ " T T " " 5 ^ " 5 ^  
Q ‘ 0.03 0.91 Q 0.03" 0.92 C 0.04 0.91" F "aoT 0.92 ~ Y ~ 0.03 "oT" F 0.04 0.92 
Y ‘ 0.03 0.94' H 0.02" 0.95 Q “ 0.04 0.94" Y "ooJ" 0.95 ~ P ~ " a o r i o ! ^ ~ ^ " o ! 0 2 " " a ^ 
H “ 0.02 0.96" I 0.02" 0.97 H “ 0.03 0.97" H 0.02 0.96 H 0.03 0.95 ~ 5 ~ "oioT 0.96 
M “ 0.02 0.98" C 0.01" 0.98 P “ 0.01 0.98 W " o ^ 0.98 ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ 
C .0.01 0.99 ~M' 0.01 0.99 W TW 0.99 ~T~TWTW~^~oW'K^~f^~oW~oW 




Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
S 0.1 0.1 """5 0.11 [0. 1 1" G 0.12 |"o!n" G [ 0.1 0.1 _ L 009 0.09 P 009 0.09 
A T M 0.19 " X " 0.08 "5!T?" " ^ 1o!o^ "35T ""5^ "o!o8" ¥19" ~ T " 15!o^ "5IF " ^ "o!^ "oTf 
G 008" 0^6 ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 f " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ ~ i r " 5 ! 5 r " 5 5 7 ~ T " " " 5 ; 5 r " 5 ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! B " 
T M f 033 "T""5^"5ir" lT""5^"55F"nfr""5]5f"53i""5""5!5f"Or""T""5!5r"OT 
L "ooT 0J9 ~A~ o.o7 " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 ! 5 T " ^ ^ n " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 r ^ " " 5 ! 5 7 " " ^ 
V 1o!o6 0.45 " T " 0.06 "^3^^""^"""^!5^"3^1""~^"15!5^"5^^^""5!5^"53??""~§""""5!57"^^  
K "o]p^ 0.52 n r " 0.06 " ^ 3 T ^ " " 5 ^ " 5 J T " " T ^ " 5 ] 5 r ^ U 3 r ^ T r " " 5 ^ " 5 ! F r n r " " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 3 i " 
E "o!o^  0.57 T ~ 0.05 "o38""^"o]oinu^"~^"3!5^""^!^~^"5!5^"53^~1^"5!57~3^  
N "oioT 0.63 ~ ^ 0.05 " o ! ^ " j T " l M r " o i 8 " ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 T l T ^ " ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ^ ^ " " ^ ^ " 5 ! ^ 
p "o!or 0.69 ^r""^^"5^"^"5!5r"5^^^"OT"5!^"^"5!5T"5!^^""5!5r"5?^ 
D "o!o^  0.74 ~v~ 0.05 TnT V 0.05 0.78 K "ooi" 0.71 "^"ao5""or^^ni!or"orfr 
R 1 ^ 0.79 ~ 1 ~ 0.05 " o ^ p 0.05 " " 5 ! ^ " T ~ " 5 ^ T ^ ^ ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ 5 ? ^ ^ ~ " O r " 5 ! ^ 
Q "5!5T 0.82 " 1 ^ 0.05 "oisT Q " ^ ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ^ ~ " 5 ^ ~ 5 ! F ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ 
Y "o^ 0.86 ~~^ 0.04 ""OT H "5^"0^^~"5!5?"0^~^"3^"5!13"~Y"lior"o!^ 
I "o]o3" 0.89 ~ F " 0.04 "o9 1 ~ " ^ 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ ^ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! 5 r " 5 ^ " ^ " 5 M " " 5 ! ^ 
F "o!or 0.92 ~H~ 0.03 'o!^"Y""^5!5^"5!^^~"^!5^5^~^"5!5^""5!^^^"5!57"5!^ 
w "ao3" 0.95 TT" 0.03 "o^"~"^5!5T"5^""^1^"5^^^"5!5r"5!^^^15i!5r"5!^ 
c "o!or 0.98 ~ ^ 0.02 T^"~M""^5!5T"5!^"F""5!5T"5!^"^1^"5!^"^"3!5r"5!^ 
H '0.02 1 ~ ^ 0.02 "o^ c "o!^ 0.99 ~W 0.02 ~oW w T!QT"o!^"w""^o!^"o!^ 
M 0 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 M 0.02 1 M 0.01 T ' 
Cluster 18 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G [ Q.U 0.12 • G 0.09 0.09 G 029 029 Hp 0.18 O.lT G 0.15 0.15 ~ 0.16 0.16 
L "o.i 022 T ~ 0.09 loTT s " 5 ^ " C T " ^ ^ " O T " 5 3 5 ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ " ^ " O r " ^ 3 r 
s 0.09 031 "lT" 0.08 "o3r T ~oT" 0.51 n ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 3 ^ ^ " " " U ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ T"""5!5f"53T 
A 0.08 0J9 "Tr 0.08 HM D "oioT 0.58 ~X" 0.09 "5!iT""X""5!57n537"lT""5!57"5!ir 
T "oioT 0.45 s 0.07 "o!^ N 0.07 0.65 """^"3!5^"53^^^"5!57"^；^"~§~"5!5^"5^ 
D '0.06 0.51 n r " 0.07 0.48 A "oioT 0.71 s 0.08 " o ! ^ n T " l ! o r " o 3 ~ ~ " " o o T ' o ^ T 
I ‘ 0.05 0.56" T 0.06" 0.54 H “ 0.05 0.75 D "oioT 0.69 ~S~ 0.06 "53T ~^ T~ ' 0 ^ "o39" 
p "0.05 0.61 ~D~ 0.06 ~oI~ L "o!o4" 0.79 "l^"o!or"oi^~T~"o!or"o!^"~t^"o!or"o!^ 
K '0.05 0.66 ~ ^ 0.06 ~0l6 K "0!04" 0.82 N 0.04 "0!7f^^"0!05"l^^""0!0r"a^ 
R 0.05 0.7 n ^ 0.05 0.71 E ~oW 0.85 "^~ 0.04 '0!^^^"0!0r"0J F"li!04"0Jr 
~^'0.04 0.74 ~ ^ 0.04 0.75 R "oiipJ" 0.88 F "5!5^"5!^~^"5!5^^^~^"5!5^"5!7^ 
F "0.04 0.78 ~ ^ 0.04 0.79 C l^ oT 0.9 I "0!0rii!87~^"0!0r'T7r~D~"a04"~oT" 
"Y""o!o4' 0.82 ~R~ 0.04 0.83 Y 'ooT 0.93 "T""o!or^~~^li!o4""o!ir~~"oioTl^^ 
"^To3" 0.86 ~T~ 0.04 0.87 V "oioT 0.95 T "5!5T"5^nr""5!5r"5J^"~"E~"o!or"o!ir 
N "0.03 0.89 ~~r~ 0.04 0.91 Q "ooT 0.96 Y 0.02 "o!^"R""o!or"a9 ~"o!or"o!8F 
~~E~~om 0.91 T ~ 0.03 0.93 M "o!^ 0.97 ~Q~"o!or"o!^^^"o!or"o^"~^"aor"g^ 
Q '0.03 0.94 ~Tr 0.02 0.96 F "ooT 0.98 w "^!57"5^^^~"5]51""^!^~5~"5!5^"5!^ 
~ H ~ " 0 ^ 0.96 ~~F~ 0.02 * ^ I 0.01 0.99 c " ^ ! 5 T " 5 ^ ^ r " " 5 ^ " ^ ! ^ " F F " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ 
M 'o.o2 0.99 H 0.01 "5.99 w 0.01 1 "1^1p ;^"oI^"w""^5^"5!^^^"5!5T"5!^ 
W 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 P 0 1 M 0.01 1 c 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 
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Cluster 19 — 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A 0.1 0.1 ~ G " | 0.11 10.11 “ G 038 OjT K O . l T ^ G | 0 . l l | 0 . 1 1 T 0.08 OM 
" " " 5 " " ^ ! 5 r " C T ^ 5 " " " 5 ! 5 r T r " " " T r " " 5 T " " 5 ! i T " " T " " 1 5 ! 5 ^ " O r " T " " " ^ " ^ " " V " " " 5 ^ " i O r 
R " W 025 "T""^!5^"53^"5""5!5r"53r^7""5!5r"55f"""T^"5!5^"0 ^"ao r"o !^" 
* " ^ " 0 7 " 0 r ^ 5 " " " 5 ! 5 r " ^ 3 f " F " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " " ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " 5 ^ " " T " " ^ ! 5 7 " 5 3 7 " T " " " 5 ; 5 r " 0 r 
CT~"5!57nO"~T~"5!5f"3!ir^~"^H""5!^~"5~"5!5f"5!r~^"5!5ir""5!ir~^"5!5r"53?" 
m""15!5r"5!i^~?^"3!5?""53r~]^"Or""5^""""5""3]Sri53i7"7"""5!5m!i^^T""^!5r"^!iT 
s "0.06 0.52 ~ l ^ i r o r " o 3 r ^ ~ " o ! o r " o ^ ^ T " 0.06 " o i r s "5!5T 0.54 ~D~ 0.08 "^!ss" 
E "o!or 0.58 " ^ " 0 ! 0 r " a ^ ~ ^ l ^ " 0 ? ^ ^ E ~ 0.06 0.59 ~ ^ 0.06 "o!T" G T ^ 0.61 
K "o!os" 0.64 ~ i r " o ! o r " o ^ " T " " o i o T " W ~ F " 'o!or 0.64 R 0.04 T M ~ N ~ "ooT~OM 
" F " a o 5 " 0.69 " l ^ " o ! o r T ^ ^ ~ l ! o r ¥ 8 r ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ^ " o ! o r ~ o ? r 
" l ^ " 5 ! 5 r T ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r T ^ ~ Y ~ " ^ ^ " 5 ! § r ~ ^ " 5 ^ " 5 ^ ^ ~ " o ! o r " o ^ ^ " " o ! o r " o ? ^ 
"T""5^T^nr""5!5^"5!^"T""5!5T"5!^"F^^"""o!or"o^^~"ouoT ' loe"~r""o!orT^ 
~^"5!5^"5! i r~^"5!5 i""^^~^""5!5r"5!^~^"5!5rn5^~?~"5!5T"5! i"~E~"o!or"Or 
Q "0.04 0.87 ~ H ~ 0.03 " 5 ^ " T " " 5 ! 5 T 0.93 P 0.04 0.88 K "oio?" 0.84 ~ ^ 0.04 ~OM 
F 0.04 0.9 ~ ^ " o ^ " o ! ^ ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ I "0.03 0.91 ~C~ 0.03 0.87 Y "ooT 0.89 
" V " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " T " " 3 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ " " 5 ! 5 r 0.93 ~ p ~ 0.03 " W F "5!5T"5!^ 
" l F " o ! o r i ! ^ ^ ^ " o ! o r " o i ^ ~ ^ T ^ " o ! ^ ^ " " ^ o i o T o.96 ~ H " " ^ O 3 " " o ! ^ " ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ 
" ^ T o r T ^ ^ F " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ ^ " a ^ " o ! ^ ~ w " " ^ o i o T ^ " ~ w " " ^ o m T ^ ~ H ~ ~ o m ~ o 3 T 
" ^ " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ! ^ " ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ ^ T " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ " ~ H ~ " o ! ^ ' o ! ^ " Q ~ " ^ o ! o r " o ! ^ " ^ " a o r " o ! ^ 
C 0.01 1 W 0.01 1 I 0.01 1 C 0.01 1 M 0.02 1 M 0.01 1 
Cluster 20 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
A 0.1 0.1 D | 0 . 1 1 | 0 . l i " G 0 2 6 T 0 ^ G |0 .15 |0 .15 _ G |0 .15 |0 .15 G 0.1 0.1 
"T""5;5rTI?"""5"""5!5^nO-~"Tr""5!5f"53r~^"^"55r~F"Trr"5T"^T"""5^Trf 
~ ^ " ^ 5 ! 5 f " 5 ! ^ ^ F " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 3 r ~ T " " 5 ] 5 r " " 5 ! i " ^ ~ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 3 T ~ T " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 f " l ~ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ ! ^ 
~ L ~ " o ! o 7 " O r ~ s ~ " a o r " o J 6 " A "Or"Or""T""5!5r"5!^T"^r""5!5y""5!^""^"^!57""5J" 
~ l ~ " o ; o f T 4 ~ " T " 0.07 "044" D 0.06 0.52 " " l T " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 " " ^ " 5 ! 5 7 " U i r " " T " " " W " " 5 5 T 
~ f ~ " a o r i M 6 " ~ ] ^ " o ! o r " o ! 5 r p " o o T ^ " " " r " " " 5 ! 5 r " 5 3 7 " ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 1 7 " X " " 5 ! 5 T " ^ ] i r 
" " ^ l ! o r " o 3 r n r " 0.06 "OJT" L 0.06 0.64 L " o i o T ^ " ~ 1 ^ " 0 ! 0 ^ " 0 ! ^ ^ ~ " 0 0 ^ " 0 4 ^ 
"T""o!o^"o3^" T 0.06 ~oIT T "oioT 0.69 ~ ^ 0.06 ‘ ^ " ~ E ~ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ~ i r " l M r " o 3 ? ' 
" l ^ l i 0 5 " 0.64 V 0.06 " o ! ^ K 0.05 0.73 ~ R ~ 0.05 ~0?M R "oioT 0.74 ~~T~ 0.06 0.61 
" l ^ " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ^ 0.05 T ^ V 0.04 0.77 E " a o T " ^ " ~ ~ " o ! o r " o ^ ~ ^ " o ! o ^ l ^ 
" ^ l I o r " o ^ E 0.05 T / s " Y "ao4" 0.81 K 0.04 ~ o l 2 " ~ ~ " o ! o r " a i r ^ ~ " a o r " o ? 7 r 
" l ^ " o ! o r T 7 r ~ R " 0.04 0.83 F 0.04 0.84 ~ ~ r " o W o l 5 " ~ T " " 5 ^ " ^ ^ " ^ ^ " " 5 ? ^ 
" 7 " " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ 0.04 0.86 Q 0.03 0.88 I " o i o T ^ " " ~ ^ " ^ ! 5 T " " 5 ! F " 5 " " " 5 ^ " ^ 5 ! ^ 
~F"""^0!04" 0.87 Q 0.03 0.89 E 0.03 0.91 ~^T~ 0.03 " 5 ! ^ I " ~ " " 0 ! 0 r " 0 ! ^ ^ ^ " a 0 4 ' " O r 
~ R ! " " ^ o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ^ 0.03 0.92 R 0.03 0.94 " ^ " o i o T ^ " ~ ~ " 0 ! 0 7 i ; ^ ~ ^ " 0 ! 0 3 " ~ a ^ 
"lP"o!or 0.92 c 0.02 0.94 I "oH" 0.96 H "o!or"o!%"~~"o!or"o!^~R~"5!5T"5!^ 
" ^ " o i o T 0.95 ^ T 0.02 0.96 H 0.02 0.98 ~ ^ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ^ " ^ ! ^ " 1 ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
c 0.02 0.97 “ Y 0.02 ~oW c 0.01 0.99 ~ F ~ " 5 ! ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! ^ " ^ ^ ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 r " ^ ! ^ 
~ ^ 0.02 0.99 “ H 0.01 0.99 w 0.01 1 ~ ^ " o ! ^ " a ^ " ~ ^ " o ! o r " a ^ ~ F P " o ! o r " a ^ 
w 0.01 1 w 0.01 1 M 0 1 "bT" 1 ^ i Nf" " ^ i W o.oi ~~r~ 
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Tables 
Cluster 21 — 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
P 0.11 0.11 ~ X 0.12 0.12" G 0J24 0^4 " o ^ 0 1 4 0.14 “ A 0.08 0.0T T 0.1 0.1 
"X""^"53r"5""""5T"^^"T""5!5i"" 5^T"T"""5!5^ "5]^ ""^""5^ "Or"V"""5!5rTIF 
^^~5J""53"~?~Tr"53r^~"5^"5;r~]r""^!5^"53r^r"5!5f"5;^~5~"5!5r"5!^ 
nr"^5!5^"OF"T^"CTTO"""T""5^"^n^"^g""^nr""^^"Tr""^"5!57""53T 
~5~"5!5r"5^~U~"5357"" i i i !^""T~"5^"53r^f~"^^"5! i r^T~"5!5f"5J f^~"5^"5T 
n F " ' o H " " o 3 r ' " T ^ " 0 7 ' l l 5 " ^ ^ " o ! o r ^ " " " " i F " l H " 0.52 " l F " o ] 5 f l ! 4 r ' ' ^ " ' a o f " o 4 f 
"T~"o !o f "a^n^"o !o r "o !^^ j~ l !o^^"~E""U!5T"537"""^"5 ]5 f "53 ^"oH"""Or 
D 0.05 0.67 “ G 0.06 0.67 " l ^ " o ] ^ 0.7 ~~T~ 0.05 0.62 I " 0 7 0.57 ~ T ~ 0.06 ~oT" 
E 0.05 0.72 K 0.05 ' o ! 7 r ~ ^ " o ! o r " o ! 7 4 ' ~ T ~ 0.05 " 5 ^ R 0.05 0.62 P 0.06 ~OM 
V 0.04 0.76 ~ N ~ " 0 ! 0 r T ^ ^ ^ l ! 0 r " 0 j F D 0.05 0.72 ~ ^ 0.05 ~OlT F 0.05 0.71 
~ ^ " o ! o r ~ o i r ^ ~ l ! o 4 " ~ a 8 ~ ^ r " l ^ " a 8 r ^ ~ l H " 0.76 Y 0.05 T ^ " l " " 5 ! 5 T " 5 ^ 
~ 5 ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ " T ~ " ^ ! 5 T " " ^ ^ ~ T r " " ^ ] 5 r " 3 ! § r ~ i ~ " O r o.8i ~ ^ " o ! o r T 7 7 ~ ^ T ! o r ~ o ! 8 " 
"T"^5!5T"07"V""5!5r"5Jrnr""5^"W""^"0r"5!^"P^"5!5T"5!^n^"0r"5!^ 
" l T " o ! o n ; ^ ^ F " o ! o r " o ! 9 ^"5!57"5^~5~"5!5^"5!§^^~"5!5^"5^~77~1011""0^ 
" " l ^ "5 !5T"5!^"^"5 !5T"5!^^""5 !5 r "5 !^^^15]5 r "5 !^^""5^""51 i i "~^T!o r "oT" 
" ^ " " 5 ^ " 5 ^ " T ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ " O r " 5 ! ^ ^ n " 5 ! ^ " 5 ^ ~ ¥ ~ " ^ ^ " 5 ! ^ ^ i ~ " 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
~ W 0.01 0.97 ‘ I 0.02 0.97 R ~Om 0.97 ~~C~ 0.02 " o i ^ Q TioT 0.95 ~ ^ 0.02 0.95 
~ W ~ " o ! ^ 0.98 ‘ M 0.02 "o.98 M 0.01 0.98 ~~H~ 0.02 0.98 C ~Om 0.97 ~W 0.02 T3T 
~ C ~ " " o ! ^ 0.99 W 0.01 0.99 C " M T 0.99 ~M~ 0.02 0.99 H "oioT 0.98 "^T" 0.02 0.99 
"lT""o!or 1 ‘ c 0.01 1 w 0.01 1 ~W 0.01 ~~r~ w "oioT i c o.oi "T" 
Cluster 22 
Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
G Q.1 I 0 . 1 ， L 0.09 0 .0^ A 0.121 0.12 G 0^2 022 “ G 0.3 OJ A 0.09 0.09 
""T""n5T""^ ;^ "^ ""5!5F"CT""X""5;5^ r"5!:^ """ir"""5T""53r^ "^5!5i""53rnr""^ ]5^ "5I^  
" ^ " a o 8 " o ! ^ " ^ " a o 7 ' 0^5 p 1W~03~~5~"5^"5^"""5~"5^"5!^i"~^"5!5^"53r 
"^r"5H""^37"T"""^!57""33T"5^"5!5f"537""T""15!5r"5!ir^F"5!5r"5!^"ir"""5]5^"537 
~T~"5!5f"5!ii"~5~"5!57"53r^^"5!5f"5!ii"~5~"5!5^"5!^~T~"5!5r"53r"Tr""5!5r"5!ir 
" ^ l u S T ' o J " A lp]5r 0.45 " T ^ 0.06 1 3 " K l ^ " o 3 r ^ ^ " o ! o r " a ^ ^ r " " a o 7 " " o 3 r 
^"^"5!5T"33^ ""^"5!5T" 3^r""l^ "5!5r"0r""g""5;5r"5!^ "T"""5^ "5!i^ "r""5!5r"07 
"l^"o!or 0.62 R 0.06 "0.57 N "o!o^  0.62 "l""o!o4"o^^^"aor"oj ~"o!or"a^ 
Q 0.06 0.68 Y 0.06 0.63 ~ ^ 0.05 ~oW I "a0r"0?^^I^"0!0r"0?73"~~"o!or"o!^ 
~R~"o;or"o^~T" 0.06 0.69 K " 5 ! 5 T T ^ n ^ " 5 ! 5 r T ^ ^ " l i ^ " 5 ? ^ ^ " ~ ~ i r o r " o ? 7 r 
V 0.05 0.78 K 0.06 "0.74 Y 'oioT 0.77 ~ H ~ ~ o W " o l T ~ D ~ "ooT U ^ ~ ^ "oioT" ~ o W 
E 0.05 0.82 N 0.05 "0.79 P "0!04" 0.81 ~ ^ 0.03 " 5 ! ^ ~ ^ 0.03 " 0 7 ~ ^ " 5 ! 5 ^ " 5 ! ^ 
“ ^ 0.05 0.87 S 0.04 0.83 F 0.04 0.85 ~F~"^oioT ~ o W " l T " "0!03" "oIs" ~ ^ "oioT" "oisT" 
V 0.04 0.9 M 0.04 0.87 E "oioT 0.89 ~ ^ " 0 ^ ~ 0 ! 9 ^ " a o r " o ! 8 ^ " T " ' o ! o r i > J r 
~H~"^oioT 0.93 p 0.04 "o.9i V "5^"5!^"1^"5]5^"5!^^~"5!5^~5!^^ p~"^0!03"0!^ 
I 0.02 0.95 F 0.03 0.94 I "oioT 0.94 " ^ ^ l i ! o r " o ! ^ ^ T " " o ! o r " o ! ^ ^ ~ " a o J " " o ^ 
~T~ 0.02 "0!^ I "OOT 0.97 ~ ^ 0.02 "o!^ T " o ^ 0.97 ~ W 0.02 0.95 H 0.03 0.97 
~W~ 0.01 "oi^ W "oioT 0.98 "lT" 0.02 "o!^ P "o!^ 0.99 V 0.02 0.97 D "oH" 0.98 
M 0.01 0.99 H 0.01 "0.99 W "0^"~"1 ^ " ^ 1 ~ " a o r i i ! 9 r ~ C ~ " ^ 0 ! ^ " 0 ^ 
c 0.01 ~ r ~ c 0.01 1 c 0 " T ~ c ~ " o ~ 1 ~ F ~ 0.02 ~ 1 ~ w l t J T 1 
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